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A MARRIAGE YOU’D 
ACTUAllY WANT

 

Everything is in its place. The bridesmaids’ flowers match the groomsmen’s ties. Friends 
and family are seated in the pews. The beautiful white dress has been altered dozens of 
times so it fits perfectly and effortlessly. This is what Disney movies were made for. The 
groom stands nervously awaiting his bride to walk through the door. The door opens and in 
walks the most beautiful woman he has ever seen. Loose curls hang around her shoulders. 
Her bright eyes shine ready to stream with tears of joy. And everyone smiles and claps in 
warm approval as the couple exchanges their vows and “I do’s”.

If only the marriages we have seen and the marriages we find ourselves in were as perfect 
as the weddings we have attended. But I think we can all agree that they are not. The per-
fection in the wedding chapel quickly gives way to the reality of two imperfect humans try-
ing to manage life, their spouse’s shortcomings, their own flaws, and the difficulty of being 
rookies at marriage. 

Many newly married couples reflect with surprise, “I had no idea how selfish I was until I 
got married!”  It’s certainly not that marriage makes us more selfish, but marriage has a 
unique ability to show us our selfishness. It creates an arena for our selfishness to be con-
stantly competing with our spouse’s. Scripture repetitively places selfishness at the heart 
of sin (Philippians 2:3, James 3:16, 2 Timothy 3:1-4), but a cultural shift in our views on 
marriage is also occurring. John Witte, Jr., a legal scholar, points to this shift when he 
notes that the “ideal of marriage as a permanent contractual union designed for the sake of 
mutual love, procreation, and protection is slowly giving way to a new reality of marriage as 
a ‘terminal sexual contract’ designed for the gratification of the individual parties.’”1

This philosophical shift in the purpose of marriage has caused a very strange split in our 

1	  John Witte, Jr., From Sacrament to Contract: Marriage, Religion, and Law in the Western Tradition 
(Louisville: John Knox Press, 1997), 209.
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culture. Dr. Timothy Keller reflects on this split in The Meaning of Marriage:

 “This newer view of marriage . . . leaves us desperately trapped between both  
 unrealistic longings for and terrible fears about marriage.”2  

The split runs between one group who looks to marriage as a kind of savior which can res-
cue us from the hell of singleness; a graduation into a more qualified state of life; a utopia 
where the loneliness of single life will find satisfaction in the loving arms of a perfect soul 
mate spouse.

On the other side of the rift, many in our culture are growing skeptical of the whole notion 
of marriage. Cameron Diaz has been quoted as saying that she believes marriage is dead. 

 “I think we have to make our own rules. I don’t think we should live our lives in  
 relationships based off of old traditions that don’t suit our world any longer.”   

Diaz’s voice reflects the growing segment of those in our culture who are choosing to get 
married later in life or not at all. Chris Rock summarizes the viewpoints of these two camps 
when he humorously asks, “Do you want to be single and lonely, or married and bored?”

So which is it: is marriage the satisfaction that lonely people everywhere are looking for?  
Or is marriage a flawed and broken relic; a bygone tradition that no longer fits in our mod-
ern, or post-modern world of internet dating and random hookup culture?  The good news 
is that God has not left us to figure out marriage on our own. 

In the gospel, Jesus gives us the freedom to acknowledge and deal with the brokenness in 
marriage without becoming hopeless cynics who doubt God’s design for marriage. Jesus 
gives us hope for our marriages. The gospel of Jesus reveals the design for marriage, gives 
us the ability to forgive our spouses, and a source of love to offer our spouses for the long 
haul.

At the end of the day, preparing for a wedding day is fun; but preparing for the years of your 
marriage is vital and produces long lasting joy.  Jesus gives us the freedom, the hope and 
the tools to not only imagine, but to cultivate a marriage we’d actually want. Throughout 
these ten weeks, we look forward to seeing God do work in your marriage, all the married 
couples in our church, as well as to prepare those in our church that will get married in the 
future. We are also excited to see God use this series to equip our church as we continue 
to engage people in our city; real people in many different kinds of real broken marriages; 

2	 	Timothy	with	Kathy	Keller,	The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment with 
the Wisdom of God	(New	York:	Dutton	Adult,	2011),	29.
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with the hope and grace of Jesus.

Grace and Peace,

Jon Ludovina
Midtown Teaching Pastor
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TO OUR
UNMARRIED 

fRIENDS:

In our city and in our church family, the probability that you are not married is as good if 
not better than the probability that you are married.  Those who are single in college, single 
out of college, single living at home, lifelong singles, divorced, widows, and those dealing 
with same sex attraction make up a majority of our urban community.

We want to make a few things extremely clear:  Our decision to do a series on marriage is 
in no way an attempt to make you feel unloved, ostracized, excluded, or out of place in our 
church family.  Your marital status does not dictate your identity or your value.  A wedding 
is not graduation into a more valid status of life.  Marriage is not heaven.  It is not our hope 
for the good life.  Jesus is.

At the same time, marriage is a gift (Proverbs 18:28) and throughout the Scriptures, God 
uses marriage as an incredible picture of the gospel.3  So, for a number of reasons we are 
excited to see God use this series to sanctify our entire church family, including those who 
are married and those who are not (a.k.a. you).

“How?!  In what ways can I possibly grow from a ten-week series on marriage when I’m not 
married?  It doesn’t apply to me!  You guys must hate me and don’t care about me!”  That 
is simply not the case.  Here are five ways this series applies to you:

1.) Understanding marriage helps you understand the gospel.  
The marriage relationship is used over and over throughout the Bible to describe Christ’s 
relationship to the church.  What that means is that whether you are married or not, prop-

3	 	Ephesians	5:31-33
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erly understanding God’s design and intentions for marriage helps you understand how 
Jesus loves, leads, forgives and walks in relationship with His bride, the church.  

2.) Understanding marriage helps you understand other relationships.
Marriage is the first human relationship that God ever invented.  As such, it serves a spe-
cific role in informing all of our relationships.  Marriage is a microcosm stage where the 
friendship, tensions, conflicts and reconciliations we experience in all of our relationships 
gets played out on a daily basis and in extraordinary ways.

3.) Understanding marriage helps you interact with married people.  
Whether you are married or not, you are likely to either already have or to have in the fu-
ture close friendships with people who are married.  Understanding, studying and praying 
about what God and His Scripture have to say about marriage allows you to interact with 
married people (neighbors, parents, coworkers) in an informed and helpful way.  It’s inter-
esting here to note that much of the teaching about marriage that we’ll be looking at comes 
from Paul and Jesus, neither of whom was married. 

4.) Understanding marriage helps you live on mission.
Marriage is one of the most prevalent and clear pictures of how we live in a good world 
gone bad.  Broken marriages are in the news.  It’s in the tabloids.  It’s in our family histo-
ries.  It’s in our personal histories.  And no one believes that the brokenness of marriage in 
our society is how it was designed to work.  Everyone knows that marriage has been skewed 
since sin entered the world, whether or not they would use those words to explain it. So, 
the more you understand how Jesus loves to repair broken marriages, the more equipped 
you are to offer a uniquely Jesus-centered and hopeful position to the people in our city.

5.) Understanding marriage equips you in the event that you get married.
I have intentionally left the most obvious reason for last.  Statistics show that some 87% of 
all people will be married at some point in their lives.  That’s almost nine out of every ten 
people. Some have accused the church of rounding this number up and treating it like one 
hundred percent.  We don’t want to do that.  But we also don’t want to fail to prepare and 
equip the 87% of people who will statistically get married.  So if you turn out to be one of 
the 87% of people who get married at some point in the future, we hope this series goes a 
long way to equip you now in terms of preparation.  If you are single and turn out to be part 
of the 13% who don’t get married, refer back to reasons 1 through 4.

Please take this statement to heart: we love you.  We love you and we have every confi-
dence that God will grow you in the midst of this series whether you are married or single; 
whether you are single for a temporary season or single for life; whether you are divorced 
or never married; whether you are primarily attracted to the opposite gender or primarily 
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attracted to your own.  

To intentionally love and serve you well, when necessary throughout this campaign, we 
will provide specifi c thoughts and questions for you to think about and discuss in your 
LifeGroup for predominantly non-married LifeGroups.  We will also spend one entire week 
in this series (week 4) devoted to a view of Biblical singleness.

One last thing.  Throughout the months of this series, every time you feel this complaint or 
annoyance rising up in your soul; I am going to ask you for a favor.  Would you please use 
each of those moments as a prompt to press into Jesus and heal through your past pain; to 
prepare for a future marriage that God might call you to some day; and/or to pray for the 
people in our church family who are married?  I can’t imagine how much good could come 
from all the single people in our church family banding together and committing to turn 
every potential tempting moment and complaint into a holy prayer for Jesus’ work in your 
own lives and in our church family.

“God promises spectacular blessings to those of you who remain single 
in Christ, and He gives you an extraordinary calling for your life.  To 
be single in Christ is, therefore, not a falling short of God’s best, but 
a path of Christ-exalting, covenant-keeping obedience that many are 
called to walk.”4

- John Piper 

Christ loves you.  We love you.

Grace and Peace,

Jon Ludovina
Teaching Pastor

4	 	John	Piper,	This	Momentary	Marriage:	a	Parable	of	Permanence	(Wheaton,	Ill.:	Crossway,	2009),	p.	
106-107.
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W E E k  1 :

A MARRIAGE YOU’D
ACTUAllY WANT

With printed books being quickly replaced by electronic book readers such as the iPad, 
Kindle, and Nook, many of us may not be familiar with what a bookend is. For the tech 
savvy in our church family, imagine if you needed your MacBook Pro, iPhone and iPad to 
all stand up in a row on a shelf. You would need something to hold those up, and a book-
end would help. The bookend’s entire purpose is to support a row of books and keep them 
from falling over. Check out these two verses, the first from Genesis, and the second from 
Revelation:

Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother and hold fast to 
his wife, and they shall become one flesh.    
                 Genesis 2:24

The Spirit and the Bride say, “Come.” And let the one who hears say, 
“Come.” And let the one who is thirsty come; let the one who desires take 
the water of life without price.
                 Revelation 22:17

Before Genesis 2:24, God speaks everything in to existence, decides Adam needs a help-
er, Adam names everything, God makes Eve, and then Adam and Eve get married. After 
Revelation 22:17, there are only four verses left in the entire Bible. In other words, God 
bookends the whole Bible with two weddings. The first is a physical wedding that creates 
a physical marriage between two people. The second is a spiritual wedding that paints 
a spiritual picture of Jesus being married eternally to His Bride, the church; those who 
have been rescued by Jesus’ grace in the cross. In other words, the second one is a picture 
of the gospel. What we are looking at throughout this series is how the second marriage, 
representing the gospel, impacts the first one, our physical marriages in the here and now.
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What do you believe about marriage?
In our culture, there are two growing views and sentiments toward marriage. On one ex-
treme, you have a growing group of people that believe marriage is somewhat useless, an 
out-dated institution. The very idea of marriage can become repulsive, like a prison that 
infringes on the autonomy and freedoms of people. We hear this colloquially in phrases 
like, “the old ball and chain.”  At the other end of the spectrum, many people view marriage 
as the answer to all of life’s problems. They believe a spouse will give them value and iden-
tity, hope and joy, purpose and meaning. Marriage will give their life the happiness that 
everything else, specifically singleness, has failed to provide.

Where do you fall on this spectrum? Do you tend to lean more toward being skeptical about 
the benefits of marriage, or do you tend to think marriage is your hope for a happy future? 

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Why do you believe what you believe?
Since marriage is a very big deal to God, and a picture of the gospel, it is important to iden-
tify the underlying reasons that lead us to our views of marriage. On one hand, there is a 
simple answer to the question “why do we have broken views of marriage?”  Simply, the 
answer is sin. Sin has affected every aspect of creation since Genesis chapter 3 (Romans 
8:20). 

On the other hand, while sin has distorted and broken our general view of everything in 
creation, each of us has different vantage points when it comes to marriage. There are  very 
few things that all humans share, but parents are one of those things. More than music, 
movies, magazines, or anything else in culture, our parents’ relationship is one of the pri-
mary tools that molds our view of marriage. The relational possibilities when talking about 
parents are extensive:

•  Happily married
• Married with little depth of relationship
• Hostile marriage (anger, abuse)
• Never married, but together
• Amicable divorce
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• Painful, angry divorce
• Remarried (step-parent)
• Single parent, death
• Single parent, abandoned
• Single parent, one night stand
• Absent; raised by non-biological parents (i.e. grandparents or adoptive parents)

The list goes on and each of these parental options shapes us differently. If you are the child 
of a broken home, you may believe marriage is awful because of the pain it caused. Or you 
may put a lot of pressure on yourself and your marriage to be perfect and redeem marriage 
by succeeding where your parents failed. Similarly, if your parent’s relationship was very 
healthy, you can respond by trying to be perfect just like them and putting your hope in 
finding the perfect marriage that it seems like they have found.

Describe your parent’s marital status. Who are other married couples that have had a large 
effect on your view of marriage?

         ___
        _________
        _________

How have these couples shaped your view of marriage? If you are married, how has it 
shaped your marriage?

         ___
         ___
         ___
________________________________________________________

A Biblical Picture of Marriage
Think about the two extreme views of marriage that people tend to lean to as you read 
Paul’s teaching on marriage in Ephesians 5. 

Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord. For the husband 
is the head of the wife even as Christ is the head of the church, his body, 
and is himself its Savior. Now as the church submits to Christ, so also 
wives should submit in everything to their husbands. Husbands, love 
your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her, that 
he might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water 
with the word, so that he might present the church to himself in splen-
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dor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that she might be holy 
and without blemish. In the same way husbands should love their wives 
as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself. For no one 
ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, just as Christ 
does the church, because we are members of his body. “Therefore a man 
shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two 
shall become one flesh.” This mystery is profound, and I am saying that 
it refers to Christ and the church. However, let each one of you love his 
wife as himself, and let the wife see that she respects her husband.
                Ephesians 5:22-33

What’s fascinating about Paul’s instructions is that he doesn’t paint a picture of marriage 
being our hope for happiness, but neither does he decry marriage as a useless institution. 
Instead, he says that marriage is designed to point towards the gospel. Marriage wasn’t 
designed as a means for people to use to gratify their own quest for pleasure, satisfaction or 
value and meaning. It was designed to point towards Jesus. 

“This is the secret – that the gospel of Jesus and marriage explain one 
another. That when God invented marriage, he already had the saving 
work of Jesus in mind.”5

                                                 Dr. Timothy Keller

Describe the gospel of Jesus in your own words.

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________

How does the gospel impact your understanding of marriage?

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________

5  Timothy with Kathy Keller, The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment with 
the Wisdom of God (New York: Dutton Adult, 2011), p. 47.
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The Hope For Marriage
The good news for marriage is that God is in the business of redemption. He loves fix-
ing broken things, bringing life to the dead, and order out of chaos. In Ephesians 2, God 
breathes life into our dead lungs. In Revelation 21, He is “making all things new.” In 2 Cor-
inthians 5, the old things are passing away and the new are coming. In Colossians 1, Jesus 
is reconciling all things to God’s original intention. We see God as the redeemer of broken-
ness most clearly in the cross of Jesus. In the cross, a singularly wicked and evil thing is 
happening; the murder of a truly innocent man; the murder of Jesus, God in the flesh. And 
at the same time, God is in control and He is using that singular act of sin to bring about 
the most incredible good that the world has ever seen.

If that’s what God can do with something as broken and evil as the cross, how 
capable is He to create good in the midst of our broken marriages and broken 
views of marriage?

No matter how bad off your marriage, there is hope in Jesus.  If your marriage is currently 
a source of suffering, Jesus longs to make it a source of joy.  Even if your spouse is addicted, 
abusive, unstable or seemingly unwilling to work on your marriage, there is hope in Jesus.  
There is hope in Jesus’ sufficiency.  There is ultimate hope in being part of the marriage to 
end all marriages between Jesus and His Bride, the church.  

Whether you are married or not, God is redeeming and restoring all things back to Himself. 
Whether your parents spent 40 years together with Jesus as the center of their marriage, 
or didn’t have 40 happy minutes in their entire relationship, God is ready to begin healing 
and repairing our broken views of marriage. Whether your marriage is pretty happy and 
healthy or absolutely dysfunctional, Jesus wants to get involved, roll His sleeves up and get 
to work seeing your marriage become a beautiful reflection of the gospel.

LifeGroup Discussion Questions:

If you are married, describe your marriage:

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________
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If you are not married, describe your views of marriage:

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________

How hopeful are you that God cares about marriage and is able to fix broken marriages?  

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________

If you could describe your perfect ideal marriage, what would it look like?  

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________

Read Ephesians 5:22-33.  Is your ideal based on scripture, culture, personal experience 
or some combination of those?  What parts of your ideal might be unrealistic or need revi-
sion in light of the Biblical purpose of marriage?

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________
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How does the gospel help inform your understanding of marriage?

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  2 :

fRIENDS WITh 
bENEfITS

There is no such thing as a perfect spouse.
In our culture, those who are still actually interested in marriage often have an idealized no-
tion that their spouse will be their perfectly compatible soul mate. For women, this notion 
is reinforced every year by about a dozen romantic comedies, countless romantic television 
shows, romantic novels, the Lifetime Network and WE tv (Women’s Entertainment). Don’t 
think this lie isn’t promoted to men as well. Pornography, in the forms of magazines, videos 
and the internet; swimsuit and body editions of sports magazines, and even raunchy “man” 
comedies, all subtly paint a distorted picture of the “perfect” wife. This mythical creature 
is characterized by a physically flawless and often-photoshopped body, large breasts, a big 
butt, a constant willingness to perform sexually and a refusal to ever disagree, speak her 
mind or require anything in the form of responsibility from her husband. 

Proving the damaging effects of this notion on men, a study in 2002 entitled “Why Men 
Won’t Commit” by the National Marriage Project found two major factors that men were 
looking for in a compatible soul mate. The second most important factor was the obvi-
ous one you might expect to be first; “physical attractiveness and sexual chemistry.”  But 
the number one most important factor was “compatibility… a willingness to take them as 
they are and not change them… [they] expressed resentment at women who try to change 
them.”

The painful and ironic affect of these lies is torture for the soul of both single and mar-
ried people. If you are single, the perfect soul mate myth sends you looking for a fantasy; 
a unicorn; a leprechaun; a dolphin you can ride underwater without an oxygen tank and 
that can also fly. Sure it would be awesome, but it doesn’t exist. A perfectly compatible soul 
mate spouse who is willing to change in every way, while never asking you to change; who 
is physically, sexually, intellectually and emotionally compatible with you in every way . . . 
this is a spouse who only exists in fairy tales. 
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For married men and women, the perfect soul mate myth breeds massive discontentment 
with your current spouse and with your marriage in general. When you are constantly ex-
pecting perfection from your spouse, you can never be satisfied with who they actually are. 
You will find yourself fantasizing about what it would be like to be married to someone 
who did not have your spouse’s physical, relational and spiritual flaws, weaknesses and 
shortcomings.

Aside from the discontentment and damage this lie causes, let’s look at simple reason why 
the idea of a perfectly compatible soul mate spouse doesn’t exist.

Read Mark 10:17-18, 1 John 1:8, Psalm 14:2-3, and Romans 3:10-23. 

What is the central message about humanity in these passages?  

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________

If all humans are sinful, is it possible that your current spouse is perfect or your future 
spouse is going to be perfect?

________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________

The cross of Jesus shows us that all of us as humans are broken, sinful and rebellious 
against God. That means no one is perfect. That means perfect soul mate spouses can’t ex-
ist. And it also means that you will never be a perfect soul mate spouse for anyone either. 
So if your spouse isn’t supposed to be your perfect soul mate, what are they supposed to be?

The Real Friends with Benefits
In The Meaning of Marriage, Tim Keller takes a look at the Biblical purpose of marriage 
and discovers it is rooted in relationship; “being created in God’s image means that we 
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were designed for relationships.”6 There will be no human relationship or friendship more 
intimate than the friendship between a man and his wife. God designed marriage for you 
and your spouse to be redeemed, holy “friends with benefits.” Marriage has been set forth 
by God as a deep, sanctifying friendship between spouses. In light of what we’ve already 
discussed, that no spouse is a perfectly compatible soul mate, Keller goes on to describe the 
reality of friendship within marriage:

This is by no means a naïve, romanticized approach–rather it is bru-
tally realistic. In this view of marriage, each person says to the other, 
‘I see all your flaws, imperfections, weaknesses, dependencies. But un-
derneath them all I see growing the person God wants you to be.’7

In their recent New York Times Best-seller, Real Marriage, Pastor Mark Driscoll and his 
wife Grace describe three different types of relationships that categorize most marriages:

• Back-to-back:  Back-to-back marriages aren’t marked by friendship. Some of these 
marriages are between spouses who have so much bitterness and resentment, that 
they have become enemies. Others involve spouses who are neglectful, guarded, and 
neutral; living parallel lives that never intersect. These are what some describe as 
“functionally divorced.”

• Side-by-side- Side-by-side marriages are what happens when spouses lose focus 
in their marriage and essentially become business partners. They are cordial and ac-
knowledge that they are both working toward a common goal together; whether it’s 
a business venture or raising their children; but it’s not a personal goal to grow their 
marital relationship.

• Face-to-face- Face-to-face marriages involve spouses who are good friends who not 
only work together, but also take time to engage one another deeply. They not only 
work together side-by-side, but also connect with one another on a deep, intentional 
level.

There will be times when marriage calls for a side-by-side partnership; when you are pack-
ing up your house to move; when the kids have to get to school, soccer practice, dance class, 
etc. It is not wrong to be side-by-side at times. In fact, Driscoll notes that, “Men primarily 
build friendship shoulder to shoulder.” If you ask a man who his friends are, he will likely 
mention his buddies he played football with; the guys he goes hunting and fishing with; 
the people he works on projects with at work, etc. Wives on the other hand, primarily build 
relationships face-to-face. They use phrases like “let’s just talk”, often go to the bathroom 
in packs and have things called “girls’ night”. In all of these, no matter the activity, deep 

6	  Timothy	with	Kathy	Keller,	The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment with 
the Wisdom of God	(New	York:	Dutton	Adult,	2011),	p.	111.
7	 	Ibid,	p	122
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conversation is the main attraction. 

Husbands, in order to relationally love your wife and build friendship with her it requires 
turning the TV off; putting away the golf clubs, rifles, fishing poles, guitars, video-games, 
and actually talking with your wife. Look her in the eyes and ask her a question. Listen 
intently to the answer. Think about it and respond with words of your own.

Wives, in order to relationally love your husband and build friendship with him, you have 
to find hobbies and activities that you both enjoy and then pursue these together. Don’t 
write off his activities as a waste of time. They are an opportunity for you to build memories 
and friendship with him in a way that is most natural to him.

Spouses, how would you characterize the friendship in your marriage?  If your marriage 
isn’t healthy, how will you work to grow it?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Husbands, how are you cultivating intentional practices to grow your friendship with your 
wife?  If you’re not, what steps of repentance will you take?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Wives, what activities have you tried to participate and share with your husband?  What 
steps can you take to pursue friendship with your husband?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Single people, if you desire to get married someday, are you appropriately valuing friend-
ship as the foundation of what you are looking for in a spouse?  Are you allowing Jesus to 
grow you in being a good friend with the friends you have now?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

The missing piece.
You might be thinking to yourself, are we really taking a whole week to talk about friend-
ship in marriage?  Yes. Yes, we are. And for a number of reasons.

First, friendship is a theologically neglected issue. Jesus makes a big deal out of the idea of 
friendship in John 15:15 when He states, “I no longer call you servants, because a servant 
does not know his master’s business. Instead, I have called you friends, for everything 
that I learned from my Father I have made known to you.”   The cross of Jesus reconciles 
us to God and reconciles us to each other. When reconciliation takes its full effect, the 
result is friendship. Jesus wants your marriage to be so fully reconciled that a beautiful 
sanctifying friendship is the result.

Secondly, friendship is a foundation for your marriage that can grow, adapt and change as 
you both grow and change throughout your marriage. In a somewhat off handed way, one 
of our pastors recently commented, “If you marry someone for their looks, they will get 
uglier year after year. If you marry your spouse for friendship they will get more and more 
beautiful year after year.”  Don’t misunderstand me.  I am not saying that you should not 
be attracted to your spouse.  The Kellers comments, “I’m not saying that you should marry 
someone when you feel no attraction.  The Bible does indicate that your spouse must be 
more than your dearest friend, but not less.”

This is brilliantly insightful. The Bible says an annoying, nagging wife is like Chinese water 
torture (Proverbs 27:15). The same holds true for a cold, dominating non-friendly hus-
band. Once again, the Kellers offers helpful insight on the incredibly helpful protection of 
good friendship in your marriage:
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“This principal – that your spouse should be capable of becoming your 
best friend – is a game changer when you address the question of com-
patibility in a prospective spouse. If you think of marriage largely in 
terms of erotic love, then compatibility means sexual chemistry and ap-
peal. If you think of marriage largely as a way to move into the kind 
of social status in life you desire, then compatibility means being part 
of the desired social class, and perhaps common tastes and aspirations 
for lifestyle. The problem with these factors is that they are not dura-
ble. . . When people think they have found compatibility based on these 
things, they often make the painful discovery that they have built their 
relationship on unstable ground.   A woman ‘lets herself go’ or a 
man loses his job, and the compatibility foundation falls apart.”

LifeGroup Discussion Questions

When you think about your marriage and the most impacting marriages in your life (par-
ents, good friends, etc.) what kind of friendships do you see?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What do you see as the biggest deterrents to friendship in marriage?  (Think about spiri-
tual, practical and relational factors.)

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read John 15:15.  Thinking about the selfless love that Jesus showed us to offer us 
friendship with God, how does the gospel impact the way we engage in our friendships?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are married, ask your spouse if you are a good friend to them. Give them complete 
freedom to be honest in their answer without getting defensive but only listening and try-
ing to receive their insight. What did they say?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are not married, ask your roommates, LifeGroup or some close friends whether or 
not you are a good friend. Give them complete freedom to be honest in their answer with-
out getting defensive but only listening and trying to receive their insight. What did they 
say?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  3 :

CONTRACTS AND 
COvENANTS

God’s Covenants
The Old Testament is full of God making covenants with man. In the first fifteen chapters 
of Genesis, God makes covenants with Adam, Noah and Abraham. Looking through the 
lens of the gospel and the New Testament we are able to see that all the Old Testament cov-
enants foreshadow the new covenant that Jesus would establish in the cross (See Hebrews 
7-9). Christ is the ultimate blessing and the mediator of a new covenant between men and 
God. 

Though the Hebrew word for covenant is literally translated as “agreement,” a covenant, 
and especially in the way God used them in the Old Testament was a good bit more severe 
than two people signing a contract. Genesis 15 paints an intense picture of God establishing 
His redemptive covenant with Abram:
 

And he said to him, “I am the Lord who brought you out from Ur of the 
Chaldeans to give you this land to possess.” But he said, “O Lord God, 
how am I to know that I shall possess it?” He said to him, “Bring me a 
heifer three years old, a female goat three years old, a ram three years 
old, a turtledove, and a young pigeon.” And he brought him all these, 
cut them in half, and laid each half over against the other. But he did 
not cut the birds in half. And when birds of prey came down on the car-
casses, Abram drove them away. . .

When the sun had gone down and it was dark, behold, a smoking fire 
pot and a flaming torch passed between these pieces. On that day the 
Lord made a covenant with Abram, saying, “To your offspring I give 
this land, from the river of Egypt to the great river, the river Euphrates, 
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the land of the Kenites, the Kenizzites, the Kadmonites, the Hittites, the 
Perizzites, the Rephaim, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Girgashites 
and the Jebusites.” 
      -Genesis 15:7-11, 17-21

This text does not make a ton of sense in our context. When we are making deals with 
people, we generally do not tell them to go out and find some animals to cut in half and put 
them in two lines. You would get arrested for animal cruelty or sent to a psychiatric ward 
if you showed up to a contract negotiation with a small petting zoo and a knife. In ancient 
Hebrew culture, when you needed to make an agreement with someone, it was taken very 
seriously. After killing the animals and making a path out of the carcasses, the two parties 
would walk through together. The dead animals served as a very literal reminder that if 
either one broke the covenant, he should be killed. So, God has Abraham set up covenantal 
sacrifices, but then in verse 17 He does something intriguing. God passes through the ani-
mal carcasses by Himself. God is telling us that He alone is going to sustain and carry out 
his covenant with Abraham and all of mankind. Knowing that men wouldn’t be able to 
uphold the covenant, God in His grace offers to take the full responsibility for the covenant. 

Contracts vs. Covenants
We learn from Genesis 15 and the Bible as a whole that God’s covenant with man was not 
a 50-50 split. God doesn’t say he will do X if man does Y. Instead, knowing that we are go-
ing to turn our backs on our loving Father, God still offers us grace through the sacrifice of 
Jesus Christ.

“You see, at just the right time, when we were still powerless, Christ 
died for the ungodly. 7 Very rarely will anyone die for a righteous man, 
though for a good man someone might possibly dare to die. 8 But God 
demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, 
Christ died for us.”
                                  Romans 5:6-8  

Contracts say, “if you do your part, I’ll do mine.”  Covenants say, “Regardless 
of whether you do your part or not, I’ll still do my part.” 

God establishes covenants that are all give with no take. Then He calls us to imitate Him in 
this kind of covenantal love. No where is this more clearly stated than in Ephesians 5:25, 
“Husbands love your wives as Christ loved the church and gave Himself up for her.”  This 
is also affirmed in Jesus’ command to all Christians in John 13:34-35. God calls us to imi-
tate Him by loving with a wholly giving mindset and marriage is the perfect opportunity 
to show this off.
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Our culture approaches marriage as a “give and take”. This is blatantly seen in prenuptial 
agreements where the premise is that if you don’t hold up to your end of the bargain, then 
I have no intentions of holding up mine. But God calls gospel centered marriages to be 
marked by “give and give”. It means that regardless of what our spouse does or how they 
react to a certain situation, we are called to selflessly love and serve them just the same. 
Husbands, no matter how frustrated you get with your wife, you are called to serve her 
anyway. Wives, no matter how frustrated you get with your husband, you are called to love 
and serve him at all times. This is at the depth of marriage; reflecting Jesus’ covenant keep-
ing love with the church. Both Dr. Keller and John Piper reflect on this reality in marriage:
 

“In any relationship, there will be frightening spells in which your feel-
ings of love seem to dry up. And when that happens you must remember 
that the essence of a marriage is that it is a covenant, a commitment, a 
promise of future love… Sadly, many people never let this happen, be-
cause they have accepted the culture’s definition of marriage, and when 
the thrill wears off, they feel it is time for a change. This view of things 
leaves married people very vulnerable to affairs, since it is quite natu-
ral that you will meet others who are attractive and who will hold out 
the promise of getting the thrill back that was there in the beginning of 
your relationship with your spouse.”8

      Dr. Timothy Keller 

“Marriage is more than your love for each other, it is vastly more. The 
meaning of marriage is to display the covenant-keeping love of Christ 
and His people. This covenant-keeping love reached it’s climax in the 
death of Christ, for His Church, His bride.”9

                           John Piper

In what ways do you view marriage as a contract, where you only give your part when your 
spouse pulls their weight?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

8	 	Timothy	with	Kathy	Keller,	The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment with 
the Wisdom of God	(New	York:	Dutton	Adult,	2011),	p.	104-105.
9	 	John	Piper,	This Momentary Marriage: a Parable of Permanence	(Wheaton,	Ill.:	Crossway,	2009),	p.	
16.
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What would have to change for you to reflect Jesus’ covenant love in your marriage?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Covenantal Failure
At this point, it is easy to become disheartened. There’s no way that I can perfectly go on 
loving my spouse regardless of their treatment of me!  I know myself better than that. My 
sense of justice won’t stand for it. 

This is a true fear. But it doesn’t need to lead to hopelessness. The light of God’s grace 
shines brightest in the moments of our covenantal failures to our spouses. The point of 
covenant keeping love and reflecting Jesus’ covenant-keeping love for the church is not 
that we are able to do it on our strength. The point is that Jesus has already done it perfectly 
for us and He is able to lead us into all righteousness.

Because of the grace and mercy extended to us through the Gospel, we can in turn offer 
the same grace and mercy to our spouses. Piper refers to this idea as believing the grace of 
Jesus vertically and then bending it outward horizontally to our spouse. 

“Christ’s new covenant with his church is created by and sustained by 
blood-bought grace, therefore, human marriages are meant to show-
case that new-covenant grace. And the way husbands and wives show-
case it is by resting in the experience of God’s grace and bending it out 
from a vertical experience with God into a horizontal experience with 
their spouse. In other words, in marriage you live hour by hour in glad 
dependence on God’s forgiveness and justification and promised future 
grace, and you bend it out toward your spouse hour by hour—as an 
extension of God’s forgiveness and justification and promised help.”10

We are never going to perfectly offer covenant-keeping love toward our spouse; but Jesus 
has already done so perfectly in our place. He is an unending source of unconditional love 
for us to first receive for ourselves and then offer to our spouses, roommates, and friends. 
Even when we fail to do this, Jesus is filling them with the same love to be able to recipro-

10	 	Ibid,	p.	43
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cate it to us as a reflection of His grace.

LifeGroup Discussion Questions:

Where do you see examples of marriages based on the idea of contract (give + take)? Where 
do you see examples of marriages based on the idea of covenant (give + give)?  Which one 
better categorizes your marriage?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read Romans 5:6-8. How fully do you understand Christ’s covenant-keeping love to-
ward you?  Is it an idea you know you should believe or is it truth that increasingly reso-
nates in the depths of your soul?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read Ephesians 5:25 and John 13:34-35. What are practical ways that you have 
been, should be or can grow in bending Christ’s covenant-keeping love outward?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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Are there any areas where you need to ask for forgiveness from your spouse because you’ve 
been bitter or resentful that in your mind they aren’t holding up their end of the bargain?  
What are the ways you have been punishing or withholding your love as a result of this 
bitterness?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  4 :

WhAT YOUR 
ANNOYING AUNT 
DOESN’T REAlIZE

Everybody take a deep breath. Right now, some of you are asking yourself, “Why are we 
taking a whole week in a series about marriage to talk about singleness?”  Others of you are 
asking, “Why are we taking ten whole weeks to have a series all about marriage?!”  Breathe. 
We’ve addressed the second question in detail at the beginning of this campaign in the let-
ter, “A note to our unmarried friends”. Let me briefly address the first question by means 
of introduction to this section.

Dear Married people, 

We don’t tend to do a great job of loving single people. It’s okay. We can 
be honest. There’s grace in the cross of Jesus for all our failures. But Je-
sus also calls us to die to ourselves (Luke 9:23), and He also calls go out 
of our way to love people, whether or not they are like us; regardless 
of race, age, life situation, philosophy, etc.11 The gospel of Jesus is the 
great equalizer that unifies and defines all humans primarily as sinners 
in need of a savior; not primarily married or single, black or white or 
even male or female.

On the one hand, eighty-seven percent of all people will eventually get 
married and so we are walking through this important series for our 
church family. On the other hand, for the first time in American history, 
less than fifty percent of adults are currently married. As we live on 
mission in the city of Columbia, we don’t have the option of accidentally 
ostracizing people who are not married. The church is designed to be 

11	 	Jesus	presses	this	idea	to	it’s	extreme	in	Matthew	5:43-48	when	He	commands	His	disciples	to	
love	their	enemies	and	pray	for	them.
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the one place where all people, regardless of marital status, can be uni-
fied around the cross of Jesus.

I hope and pray that this section is informative and helpful for you, 
whether single or married, as you live out life in our church family and 
live on mission with single people in our city. Marriage is not a superior 
way of living or loving Jesus. Singleness is not a superior way of living 
or loving Jesus. They are both gifts.

Two vastly opposing perspectives:
Perspectives on singleness are rapidly changing in our culture but they still tend to fall 
into two main categories. The perspective that is trending upward is the idea that single-
ness is fantastic. As one night stands and rampant pre-marital promiscuous sex becomes 
increasingly culturally accepted, more and more people are pushing off the responsibility 
of marriage leading one pastor to refer to single culture as hook up, shack up, break up.12 
This increasing positive perspective on singleness is certainly not limited to sexual motives. 
Many believe that prolonged singleness is a good way to get to know yourself and focus on 
career before adding the responsibilities of marriage and family.

On the opposite end of the spectrum, many people in our culture view singleness as a living 
hell that must be escaped from as quickly as possible. Marriage is seen as a shiny oasis in 
the bleak desert of awkward dating rituals, going to movies by yourself and the depressing 
potential of a future spent without your perfectly compatible soul mate spouse. This view 
is compounded by awkward family pressure, that annoying aunt who always wants to ask 
who you’re dating and how it’s going, as well as a general social awareness that most “nor-
mal” adults in the south or in church culture, grow up and get married.

We already talked about the fact that your perfectly compatible soul mate spouse doesn’t 
exist in part two of this campaign and we will revisit that idea in part five. But biblically 
speaking, both of these views of marriage are unhealthy extremes. The first perspective es-
sentially boils down to “singleness is good because I can maximize my selfishness without 
it affecting anyone else.” The second perspective boils down to “singleness is bad because 
it doesn’t let me maximize my selfishness in marriage the way I want to.”  In other words, 
both perspectives lend themselves towards idolatry as John Piper points out in This Mo-
mentary Marriage:

“Marriage and celibacy can be idolatrous. Spouses can worship each 
other or worship sex or worship their children or worship double-in-

12	 	Mark	[and]	Grace	Driscoll,	Real Marriage: the Truth About Sex, Friendship & Life Together	
(Nashville:	Thomas	Nelson,	2012),	p.	107.
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come-no-kid buying power. Singles can worship autonomy and inde-
pendence. Singles can look on marriage as a second-class Christian 
compromise with the sexual drive. Married people can look upon sin-
gleness as a mark of immaturity or irresponsibility or incompetence.”

In other words, the first perspective tends to idolize singleness and demonize marriage. 
The second perspective idolizes marriage and, therefore, demonizes singleness. Neither is 
a Biblical perspective. Dr. Timothy Keller and Kathy Keller capture a more accurate Bibli-
cal perspective in The Meaning of Marriage:

“The teachings of Scripture challenge our contemporary Western cul-
ture’s narrative of individual freedom as the only way to be happy. At 
the same time, it critiques how traditional cultures perceive the un-
married adult to be less than a fully formed human being. The book 
of Genesis radically critiques the institution of polygamy, even though 
it was the accepted cultural practice of the time, by vividly depicting 
the misery and havoc it plays in family relationships, and the pain it 
caused, especially for women. The New Testament writers, in a way 
that startled the pagan world, lifted up long-term singleness as a legiti-
mate way to live.”

Which perspective on singleness do you lean toward? 

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are married, do you tend to look down on or pity single people, or do you tend to be 
jealous of the freedoms they have?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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If you are single, do you tend to look down on or pity married people because of the respon-
sibilities of marriage, or do you tend to be jealous of the marriages they have?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

The Beauty of Singleness:

1 Now for the matters you wrote about: It is good for a man not to 
marry… 7 I wish that all men were as I am. But each man has his own 
gift from God; one has this gift, another has that. Now to the unmar-
ried and the widows I say: It is good for them to stay unmarried, as I 
am… 17 Nevertheless, each one should retain the place in life that the 
Lord assigned to him and to which God has called him… 27 Are you 
married? Do not seek a divorce. Are you unmarried? Do not look for a 
wife. But if you do marry, you have not sinned; and if a virgin marries, 
she has not sinned. But those who marry will face many troubles in this 
life, and I want to spare you this… What I mean, brothers, is that the 
time is short. From now on those who have wives should live as if they 
had none;  those who mourn, as if they did not; those who are happy, 
as if they were not; those who buy something, as if it were not theirs to 
keep;  those who use the things of the world, as if not engrossed in them. 
For this world in its present form is passing away. I would like you to 
be free from concern. An unmarried man is concerned about the Lord’s 
affairs—how he can please the Lord.  But a married man is concerned 
about the affairs of this world—how he can please his wife—and his 
interests are divided.”
      1 Corinthians 7:1, 7-8, 17, 27-34

These excerpts from 1 Corinthians 7 illustrate what the Kellers note when they say that the 
New Testament authors lift up singleness as a perfectly legitimate way to live and a per-
fectly legitimate way to love Jesus. This doesn’t mean that Paul agrees with the first view 
of singleness as legitimate because of the perks. Contrary to growing cultural perspective, 
the motives for this view of singleness are not a selfish drive to maximize pleasure and 
minimize responsibilities. Instead, Paul argues that singleness is a beautiful way to live 
“in undivided devotion to the Lord.”  In other words, singleness is beautiful not because 
it allows for maximum selfishness, but because it offers a beautiful way to show off how 
satisfying Jesus is. 
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The Bible also contradicts the second view of singleness as an illegitimate way to live as the 
Kellers recognize; “Christianity’s founder, Jesus Christ, and leading theologian, Paul, were 
both single their entire lives. Single adults cannot be seen as somehow less fully formed or 
realized human beings than married persons because Jesus Christ, a single man, was the 
perfect man (Hebrews 4:15, 1 Peter 2:22).”13

So how specifically does singleness reflect the all-satisfying joy of life in Christ?  John Piper 
gives multiple reasons in This Momentary Marriage and I will summarize a few of them 
here:  For one, finding contentment in Christ in the midst of your singleness helps to ex-
pose marriage idolatry in our culture. If our culture believes marriage is where content-
ment is found, then you point towards Jesus as most satisfying when you live contentedly 
as a single. 

Secondly, singleness points people away from the mom-dad-kids immediate family, to the 
ultimate spiritual family that God is forming in the church (See Ephesians 1:5). In other 
words, it helps us see that in heaven all our value and identity will come from being part of 
God’s family and not from a spouse or immediate family.

Third, giving your life away as a single “in undivided devotion to the Lord” helps point out 
the selfishness that most single people are pursuing and reflects the gospel; namely, that 
Jesus died for us and calls us to find ultimate life in Him by dying to ourselves (Matthew 
10:39, 16:25 and Luke 9:23)

Singleness is not hell, but neither is it heaven. When Christians receive singleness as a gift 
and leverage it for the fame of Christ, it becomes beautiful by pointing people away from 
the mirage of “marriage heaven” and towards the reality of heaven; knowing Jesus and be-
ing adopted into God’s family.

Let me address one final thing in this section; single people tend to exist in one of three 
basic life situations: (1) temporary singleness before getting married, (2) lifelong single-
ness, and (3) a wanted or unwanted return to singleness as the result of a divorce or the 
death of a spouse. All of these require different types of effort, support and/or repentance 
to receive singleness as a gift and to leverage it for Christ’s fame and glory. But this is still 
God’s goal for each. A single who will be married someday reflects God’s all sufficient grace 
with contentment and wise preparation for their future marriage. A life-long single reflects 
Jesus’ grace in their acceptance in and dedication to God’s family. A divorcee reflects God’s 
goodness by pressing into Jesus for healing and hope in the midst of their pain, and by 
repenting from selfishness and being reconciled to their spouse if at all possible.

13	 	Timothy	with	Kathy	Keller,	The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment with 
the Wisdom of God	(New	York:	Dutton	Adult,	2011),	p.	195.
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LifeGroup Discussion Questions:

Read 1 Corinthians 7:1, 7-8, 17, 27-34.  In what ways have you considered the beauty 
of singleness and marriage as mutual gifts of Jesus’ grace?  Do you believe one is greater 
than the other?  What would change if you repented and renewed your mind in the truth 
that both are equally gifts and equally good?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are single, how can you view and receive your singleness as a gift?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are single, how can you leverage your singleness for Jesus’ fame by serving the 
church and living on mission?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are married, how can you intentionally encourage single people to be content in 
Christ in the midst of their singleness?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are married, how can you use hospitality and an open life to allow single people to 
learn from your marriage?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  5 :

  lOvE ThE ONE     
  YOU’RE WITh

Summers in the South are hot. Brutally hot. Deathly hot. The humidity and heat mix to-
gether into a poison cocktail, sending dozens to the hospital every year with heat exhaus-
tion and heat stroke. Radio stations warn unwitting citizens and newcomers to stay in 
air-conditioned buildings as much as possible. If you’ve ever done anything even mildly 
athletic in this kind of heat, you know that your single most valuable possession on earth 
becomes your water bottle. There is no relief like that first ice-cold gulp of liquid heaven 
pouring into your parched throat.

The Bible says that marriage is designed to be refreshing like that first ice-cold swig.

Drink water from your own cistern,  running water from your own 
well. Should your springs overflow in the streets,  your streams of wa-
ter in the public squares? Let them be yours alone, never to be shared 
with strangers. May your fountain be blessed,  and may you rejoice in 
the wife of your youth. A loving doe, a graceful deer —  may her breasts 
satisfy you always,  may you ever be captivated by her love.
         Proverbs 5:15-19

Proverbs 5 is a warning from a father to his son. In his wisdom, the father knows that all of 
our marital problems start when water bottles that aren’t ours start to look more refreshing 
than our own. You start to notice how curvy, young and fun your neighbor’s wife is.  You 
start to notice how smart and witty your co-worker’s husband is. Discontentment creeps 
in. Why isn’t my wife as loving and kind as her?  Why isn’t my husband as reliable and 
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good with kids as he is? Anticipating this kind of discontentment, the father continues in 
Proverbs 5:

Why be captivated, my son, by an adulteress?  Why embrace the bo-
som of another man’s wife? For a man’s ways are in full view of the 
Lord,  and he examines all his paths. The evil deeds of a wicked man 
ensnare him; the cords of his sin hold him fast.  He will die for lack of 
discipline, led astray by his own great folly.
      Proverbs 5:20-23

With or without realizing it, Stephen Stills from Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young perfectly 
summarized this whole passage in their 1970 single,  “Love the One You’re With”. Don’t fall 
into the pit of discontentment. Don’t make a hobby out of checking out people who aren’t 
your spouse. Don’t fall for the lie that the spousal grass is greener on the other side of the 
fence. It’s folly. The Bible says we are acting like fools when we believe the lie that someone 
else will satisfy us in all the ways that our spouse fails to. 

Loving your ever-changing spouse.
In week 2, we talked about the lie of believing that a perfect fantasy soul mate spouse exists. 
There is another reason that your perfect soul mate spouse doesn’t exist. Understanding 
this factor helps us grow in loving our spouse.

Think back about who you were exactly one year ago.
In what ways have you changed in the past year?  In what ways are you more mature than 
you were then?  

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

In what ways are you confused, hurting or struggling that you weren’t a year ago?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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What significant life situations and experiences have you had in the past year?  What les-
sons have you learned from those experiences?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

The quest for the mythological perfect soul mate spouse doesn’t factor in the reality that 
people change over time. Stanley Hauerwas, an ethics professor at Duke expresses this idea 
in a poignant way:

We never know whom we marry; we just think we do… Even if we first 
marry the right person, give it a while and he or she will change. For 
marriage [being the enormous thing it is] means we are not the same 
person after we have entered it. The primary problem is […] learning 
how to love and care for the stranger to whom you find yourself mar-
ried.

Or more simply, author Mignon McLaughlin says, “A successful marriage requires falling 
in love many times, always with the same person.”14 If people change over time, as we all 
know we do, then McLaughlin and Hauerwas are both right and wise to note that marriage 
requires learning to love and falling in love with the same person, over and over again. 
This can’t happen if we are expecting and demanding our current or future spouse to be 
our perfectly compatible soul mate. We will never acquire the grace to want to get to know 
them and love them regardless of their changing strengths and weaknesses, perfections 
and flaws.
Believing that a perfect soul mate spouse exists who could perfectly fulfill us in ever way 
leads us to be fantasy chasers. It is a snipe hunt that promises joy but brings only bitter-
ness, confusion and discontentment. If we will ever find full contentment we will have to 
stop looking for it in our spouse or in a potential spouse.

Contentment is found in Jesus; not in a spouse.
Avenue Q, a musical with hilarious, vulgar and surprisingly insightful puppets ends with a 
song containing the lyrics, “Everyone’s a little bit unsatisfied. Everyone goes ‘round a little 
empty inside.”15 The quest for contentment and satisfaction leads some men to drink, some 
to travel and others to relationships and marriage. The problem with all of these things is 

14	 	Mignon	McLaughlin.	The Second Neurotic’s Notebook,	1966
15	  Robert	Lopez	and	Jeff	Marx.	“For	Now,”	Avenue Q.
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that they never provide us anything more than temporary satisfaction.

In the fourth chapter of Philippians, Paul writes an audacious statement when he claims 
that he has found the secret to contentment. Not only does he say he knows the secret, 
but he also claims that he has the secret to contentment regardless of his circumstances; 
whether they are extremely positive or extremely negative. “I have learned the secret of 
being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in 
plenty or in want.”  It almost sounds like a wedding vow. In the good times and in the bad. 
. . In sickness and in health . . . I have learned the secret of contentment in all of it.

And then Paul says the secret key to contentment is Jesus. Unlike a delicious meal or a few 
extra drinks; unlike a new website to see or a spouse you want to be your perfectly compat-
ible soul mate, Jesus has actual, lasting, real contentment to offer as a gift.

What’s so fascinating about the cistern language that Solomon uses in Proverbs 5, is that 
God uses the same cistern language in Jeremiah 2 when He is talking about the sins of His 
people.

Read Jeremiah 2:11-13.
What does God accuse His people of doing in verse 11?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What are the two sins that God says his people have committed in verse 13?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

In this passage and other texts (Hosea 1:2, Jeremiah 3:6-10, Ezekiel 16, James 4:4), God 
describes our sin using adultery as metaphor. He is saying that the heart in both is the 
same. When a person commits adultery, they first become discontented with their spouse 
for some reason and then look to another person to satisfy what they perceive to be their 
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unmet need. Our hearts follow the exact same pattern every time we sin. First we believe 
that in some way, God is failing or unable to meet our needs. Secondly, we seek after joy, 
peace, pleasure and satisfaction from a source other than God. This is what God is saying 
in Jeremiah 2. First you left my living fountain of flowing water, and second, you tried to 
dig cisterns for yourself that cannot satisfy.

As long as we are pursuing satisfaction from broken cisterns we will be chasing fantasies. 
We will never find the contentment we are looking for, because true contentment is only 
found at the source of all contentment. When we recognize that God is the living source of 
all contentment, and when we are receiving our satisfaction from God; suddenly we find 
freedom. 

Freedom that allows our spouse to be a sinful human; not a perfect soul mate. Freedom 
to love and forgive our spouse even when they fail us because Jesus loved and forgave us 
even when we failed Him. Freedom that doesn’t bite on the bait that our perfect soul mate 
spouse is out there waiting for us if we just look hard enough. Jesus gives us contentment 
that overflows in freedom.

God doesn’t give out types.

Read Genesis 2:18-24.
In verse 18, what does God note about Adam’s situation?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

How does God respond to Adam’s situation?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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What do we learn about God’s character from this response?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

It’s important to note that God doesn’t give Adam a line up of women to choose from, nor 
does he consult with Adam on what type of woman Adam is looking for. God doesn’t ask 
him about the hobbies he’d like his wife to be interested in. Nor does He ask Adam for his 
ideal height, weight, hair color, eye color or shape in a woman. The simple observation and 
insight is that God doesn’t give Adam a type. God gives him a spouse. 

This is massively impacting for us because through pornography, marketing and Holly-
wood icons, our culture promotes certain standards of beauty. It elevates unrealistic body 
types, parts and shapes as the pinnacle prototype for everyone. Pastor Mark Driscoll com-
ments on this destructive lie in our culture:

God does not give us a standard of beauty – God gives us spouses. Un-
like other standards of beauty, a spouse changes over time. This means 
if your spouse is tall, you are into tall. If your spouse is skinny, you are 
into skinny. If your spouse is twenty, you are into twenty. When your 
spouse is sixty, you are no longer into twenty, but rather into sixty. And 
if your spouse used to be skinny, you were into skinny, but now you 
are into formerly skinny. We are to pour all our passion and pursuit 
of sexual pleasure into our spouses alone, without comparing them to 
anyone else in a lustful way.

The most freeing part of this truth is that it empowers us to fight every temptation toward 
discontentment. The problem with any person we are tempted to lust after; to daydream 
about; to covet is that they are not our spouse. The problem with every woman on the face 
of the planet is that she is not my wife. This is true in terms of physical appearance; as 
well as personality and overall identity. My wife is my standard of beauty, and no other 
woman looks like her, so no other woman is as beautiful as she is to me. No offense, ladies. 
This thought goes deeper than mere physical appearance. No other woman has my wife’s 
sense of humor. No other woman on planet Earth thinks the way that my wife thinks. No 
other woman looks at me the way my wife does. None of these things mean that my wife is 
perfect. Only that God has called me to love her; exactly as she is; with all of her imperfec-
tions. My job is to love her and to help her grow; not to lust after other women that fit some 
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undefined, unrealistic standard of beauty and excellence.

My wife and I look back on our premarital counseling and remember one specifically pow-
erful conversation. We were eating dinner with a couple that had been married for a couple 
of years. They welcomed us into their home and their lives as we shared stories, ate deli-
cious food and played games around their dining room table. In the midst of the conversa-
tion we asked, “What is the single biggest piece of advice you would give us before we get 
married?” Everyone got quiet as they thought before Ashley, the wife, broke the silence 
with a simple, three word sentence. “Comparison is death.” The words hung in the air drip-
ping with conviction and glory. 

Ashley understood that God doesn’t give us types. He gives us a spouse. And comparing 
them is useless; a breeding ground for discontentment and a recipe for pain, suffering and 
marital death. So trust God and love the one you’re with. And if you’re not with anyone yet, 
watch out for cultural lies that make beauty into an idol.  You are looking to become and 
to find a spouse who will love you throughout the years; with all your flaws and through all 
your changes; not a spouse who loves solely you for your external beauty in the here and 
now.

LifeGroup Discussion Questions:

Men, how has popular culture affected the way you view beauty in a woman? Similarly, 
women, how has culture shaped the way you view your own body image?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read Proverbs 5:15-23.  What are safeguards you have set up in your life to protect 
against comparing your spouse to other people?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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How can the people in your life be encouraging you in the fight against comparison?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read James 5:16.  Is there anything you need to confess to, or at least have a conversa-
tion with your spouse about in regards to comparison?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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ThE ONE 
REASON ThAT 

MARRIAGES fAIl

When asked why so many marriages end in divorce, lots of factors come to mind; one 
spouse felt unloved; poor time management or handling of finances; fights about sex; fights 
about in-laws; fights about parenting; intense seasons of suffering from the loss of a child 
or going bankrupt; as well as more obvious factors like infidelity and physical or verbal 
abuse.  As divorce gets cheaper and easier, (a Google search on the word ‘divorce’ returns 
“Easy Online Divorce,” “Simple Divorce Online,” “No-Fault Divorce, $28.95,” “Easy Online 
Divorce, $299”16) the ambiguous term, “irreconcilable differences” has become the catchall 
term for “I don’t want to uphold my vows to you anymore.”

But the real foe in marriage is not irreconcilable differences, if there even is such a thing.  
The crucial foe is not fighting or sex or money. It is not primarily video games, porn, or any 
external factor; though all these factors can wreak havoc on marriages. God’s words to Cain 
in Genesis chapter 4 are applicable to what we face in our lives everyday and also present 
us with the primary foe in marriage: “sin is crouching at the door. Its desire is for you, but 
you must rule over it.”17 When couples cite “irreconcilable differences” as their reason for 
divorce, what they are actually saying is that they were unable to work through their per-
sonal sin and the interrelational sin in the marriage. 

16	 	John	Piper,	This Momentary Marriage: a Parable of Permanence	(Wheaton,	Ill.:	Crossway,	2009),	p.	
160.
17	 	Genesis	4:7
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When Sinners Say ‘I Do’
Pride is the root of all sin and sin is the penultimate enemy of marriage. Ipso facto, pride 
kills marriages.  When one or both spouses enter into any and every situation with the 
belief that they are right and their spouse is wrong, the results can be explosive. For mar-
riages to grow and flourish, this sinful tendency toward pride must be acknowledged and 
put to death through Jesus’ grace and the Holy Spirit’s power.

“Here is a trustworthy saying that deserves full acceptance: Christ Je-
sus came into the world to save sinners—of whom I am the worst. But 
for that very reason I was shown mercy so that in me, the worst of sin-
ners, Christ Jesus might display his unlimited patience as an example 
for those who would believe on him and receive eternal life.”
      1 Timothy 1:15-16 

Paul, the author of 1 Timothy, committed some terrible atrocities before meeting Jesus; 
living as a self-righteous Pharisee who actively attacked the early church and even killing 
Christians. So in one way, it may not have been a stretch for Paul to claim to be the worst 
of sinners.  But at the same time, he is doing more than just making a statement of his per-
sonal history. Paul is describing how Christians are called to view themselves in light of the 
gospel of Jesus. We are the worst of sinners, in need of a Savior. In his book, When Sinners 
Say “I Do”, Dave Harvey says it this way:

But once I find 1 Timothy 1:15-16 trustworthy—once I can embrace it 
with full acceptance—once I know that I am indeed the worst of sinners, 
then my spouse is no longer my biggest problem: I am. And when I find 
myself walking the shoes of the worst of sinners, I will make every ef-
fort to grant my spouse the same lavish grace that God has granted me.

In 1 Timothy, Paul is reflecting on his own sinfulness and need for the mercy offered in the 
cross of Jesus. This gospel-centered humility is hope for dealing with our relational sin in 
marriage and it is also how Jesus commands us to approach all relational conflict in Mat-
thew 7:1-5.

How can you cultivate gospel-centered humility and an “I am the worst of sinners” attitude 
in light of the gospel?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 
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What conflicts in your past would have ended much sooner and remained much calmer if 
you had walked in humility?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Dealing with the Problem
Anytime the Bible says “You’re a liar if __________ ”, we should probably pay attention. 
In 1 John 1:8, John writes “If we claim to be without sin, we deceive ourselves and the truth 
is not in us.” An unwillingness to confess sin or a denial of our own sinfulness makes us 
liars, is proof of our pride, and it’s also one of the quickest ways to compound relational 
conflict in marriage. Our pride desperately wants to save face by downplaying and blame-
shifting our sin.  The gospel demands that we kill our pride by walking in the light of full 
honesty about our sin.

Read 1 John 1:5-10 and James 5:16.

Is there any hidden sin that you need to confess to your spouse?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

This issue of dealing with sin seemed to be a big deal to Jesus.  Not only does He call us to 
confess the sins that we have committed in Matthew 5:23-24, but He also calls us to proac-
tively confront others when they have sinned against us.18  Unconfessed and unconfronted 
sin in a marriage is like a small hole in a boat.  It may be hardly noticeable at first, but 
eventually you and your marriage will be gasping for air.  Jesus’ instructions are designed 
to protect our marriages from the bitterness, anger, resentment, turmoil and numbness 
that comes from lingering sin that has not been dealt with.

18	 	Matthew	18:15
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To what extent are your relationships, including your marriage, marked by regular confes-
sion and confrontation?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What rhythms can you cultivate to promote confession and confrontation? How can you 
help your spouse feel comfortable confessing their sin or confronting you about your sin?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Forgiveness, Repentance and Reconciliation
Cultivating an environment of confession and confrontation is the first step in dealing with 
sin in our marriages but it does not actually solve the problems or heal the relationship.  
Confession and confrontation is like smoking rodents out of a hole.  Now you can see them 
and deal with them, but how do we deal with them?

Read Luke 7:3-5. 

Jesus states that if someone sins against you seven times, but repents, then forgive seven 
times.  The disciples are shocked and ask Jesus to increase their faith.  Jesus’ standard of 
forgiveness blew away the Hebrew cultural standard of forgiving someone three times for 
the same sin issue.  Our culture is even less forgiving as evidenced by the cultural saying, 
“Fool me once, shame on you, fool me twice, shame on me.”  In other words, sin against 
me once and I’ll give you the benefit of the doubt and forgive you once.  But on the second 
time, it’s my fault for not having written you off as untrustworthy.

Confession and confrontation bring sin out into the light so we can deal with it.  Forgive-
ness opens the door for the relationship to be reconciled.  But we are still missing one 
component in Jesus’ game plan for dealing with sin.  Note that in Luke 7, Jesus puts one 
condition on our forgiveness.  He says, “If he sins against you seven times in a day, and 
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seven times comes back to you and says, ‘I repent,’ forgive him.’”  Repentance is the act of 
turning away from our pride and sin and seeking to be reconciled to the person we have 
sinned against.

If forgiveness opens the door for reconciliation, then repentance is walking through the 
open door with your back turned on your sin.  For those of you who have spouses with 
habitual sin patterns, sometimes the problem is that forgiveness is offered, but no actual 
repentance is taking place.  This creates a false sense of reconciliation and gives the rela-
tionship an appearance of reconciliation without any real rebuilt unity. 

Remember the helpful insight on the process of ongoing forgiveness that John Piper of-
fered us in section 2. First and foremost we need to ongoingly receive Jesus’ grace and 
forgiveness so that we can then ongoingly offer it to our spouses. 

Christ’s new covenant with his church is created by and sustained by 
blood-bought grace, therefore, human marriages are meant to show-
case that new-covenant grace. And the way husbands and wives show-
case it is by resting in the experience of God’s grace and bending it out 
from a vertical experience with God into a horizontal experience with 
their spouse. In other words, in marriage you live hour by hour in glad 
dependence on God’s forgiveness and justification and promised future 
grace, and you bend it out toward your spouse hour by hour—as an 
extension of God’s forgiveness and justification and promised help.19

Speaking the Same Language
On one final practical note for this section, communication tends to rank as one of the 
hardest and most frequent issues married couples struggle with. Whether it’s the husband 
learning to let his wife know when he’s going to be late, or the wife working on communi-
cating when she’s been hurt by something instead of just internalizing; learning to com-
municate more clearly presents an ongoing need for grace and growth.

Paul says the following about how we should use words in light of the gospel in Ephesians 
4:29: 

Let no corrupting talk come out of your mouths, but only such as is 
good for building up, as fits the occasion, that it may give grace to those 
who hear.

One of the quickest ways to make room for sin in marriage is to consistently tear down your 

19	 	John	Piper,	This Momentary Marriage: a Parable of Permanence	(Wheaton,	Ill.:	Crossway,	2009),	p.	
43.
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spouse. This is why Hebrews 3:13 says: “But encourage one another daily, as long as it is 
called “today,” that none of you may be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin.” Exhorting 
and encouraging with gracious, loving words that build up is one of the ways we get to show 
the love of God to our spouse and help protect them from harboring and hiding frustration 
and sin against us.  Building up our spouses with our words launches a preemptive attack 
on relational sin in our marriages. 

Married folk, describe what communication looks like in your marriage.  Husbands, how 
do you need to repent and lead your marriage into gospel-centered, gracious communica-
tion?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Married or unmarried, how do you commonly use your words? Do you use words to build 
others up and encourage them with gracious Biblical truth, or do you tear others down? 
What are habits you can cultivate to be more uplifting with your words?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

LifeGroup Discussion Questions:

Read James 4:6 and 1 Peter 5:5.  How do you see pride at work in your life and in your 
relationships?  How can you press into the gospel and put your pride to death?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read Luke 7:3-5.  Specifically for your marriage, but also for your other relationships; 
where are you harboring bitterness or unforgiveness that you need to deal with so you can 
be reconciled?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

A helpful question to expose hidden sin is to ask, “Is there anything you’re not saying?”  Is 
there anything you’ve been frustrated about but have chosen to hide and sweep under the 
rug instead of dealing with it in light of the gospel?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What would it look like if your relationships, specifically your marriage, were marked by 
humility and reconciliation?  How will you fight to see this become reality?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  7 :

 SERvANT lOvERS

Let’s Talk About Sex.
I think we can all be honest about the fact that historically, the church hasn’t done a great 
job of talking about sex. This is a strange reality considering the frequency with which sex 
is referenced in both positive and negative ways in the Scriptures and also considering 
the fact that God invented sex with holy, beautiful intentions. Like sex, money, food and 
business are abused on a regular basis and used for evil intentions.  Unlike sex, the church 
seems happy to talk about money, food and business practices. For some reason if you 
bring up the topic of sex in church everyone tends to get really quiet and awkward, or re-
sorts to oversimplified basics and immature jokes. Most Christian premarital books about 
sex read like lifeless, clinical textbooks. This wouldn’t be that weird except for the fact that 
sex isn’t clinical or lifeless.

On the topic of sex, the church has maintained relative silence, or oversimplified and re-
duced the primary message to “Sex is dirty, gross and wrong. Save it for your spouse.”  
This unwise approach by the church mixed with the sinful fallen nature of man has had a 
massive negative and fracturing impact on our culture. Pastor Mark Driscoll comments:

“This fall of humanity into sin has infected, polluted, and corrupted lit-
erally every aspect of life on the earth. This includes sex, concerning 
which – perhaps more clearly than any other aspect of life – we have 
become utterly confused. The result is that people tend to think that sex 
is god or gross to varying degrees, rather than a gift.”

For some people sex is god. They love sex. They long for sex. Sex defines their purpose and 
value in life. They worship sex by sacrificing great amounts of time, money and energy to 
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the pursuit of sex. Many in this camp see no problem with this, stating that sex is a natural 
desire and nothing more, not unlike our appetite for food or our need for sleep.

For others, sex is gross. They view sex as dirty or degrading. They avoid sex. They squirm 
when sex is mentioned in conversation. Sex is only a necessary evil for the purpose of pro-
creation. Often, this reflects sexual abuse in your past, or upbringing that strictly rein-
forced sex as a shameful act not to be discussed or thought about.

Dr. Timothy Keller sees a third view of sex gaining popularity in our culture. “While the 
first view sees sex as an unavoidable drive and the second as a necessary evil, this last view 
sees sex as a critical form of self-expression, a way to ‘be yourself’ and ‘find yourself.’… Sex 
is primarily for an individual’s fulfillment and self-realization, however he or she wishes 
to pursue it.”20

None of these views account for the rich depth with which the scriptures speak of God’s 
intended design for sex. All of these views fail to imagine the beautiful majesty that God 
desires for you to experience in the bedroom (or anywhere else that you and your spouse 
choose to enjoy sexual intimacy with each other).

In what ways do these views represent or reflect your thoughts and attitudes toward sex? 
____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

A Holy and Spiritual Gift.
The Bible doesn’t speak of sex as dirty or debased; nor does it speak of sex as a god. Instead 
it speaks of sex as a gift to be received from God within the confines of His design and 
intentions. Church historian Belden Lane notes that while seeking to return to what the 
Bible taught about sex:

“Puritan marriage manuals by English writers like William Whately 
and William Gouge forthrightly defended ‘mutual dalliances for plea-
sure’s sake’ within the marriage covenant, urging ‘that husband and 
wife mutually delight each in the other,’ maintaining a ‘fervent love’ in 

20	 	Timothy	with	Kathy	Keller,	The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment with 
the Wisdom of God	(New	York:	Dutton	Adult,	2011),	p.	220.
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their regular yielding of that ‘due benevolence’ one to another which is 
warranted and sanctified by God’s word.”21

How is sex viewed as a gift in the Scriptures?  In 1 Timothy 4:1-5, Paul writes and warns 
about certain teachers who would recommend abstaining from marriage and certain foods 
in order to remain pure from worldly desires. Paul rebukes the teachers and redeems the 
appetites, “which God created to be received with thanksgiving by those who believe and 
who know the truth. 4 For everything God created is good, and nothing is to be rejected 
if it is received with thanksgiving, 5 because it is consecrated by the word of God and 
prayer.”22

Consider also the explicit sexual commands of Proverbs 5:18-19: “May your fountain be 
blessed,  and may you rejoice in the wife of your youth.  A loving doe, a graceful deer— may 
her breasts satisfy you always,  may you ever be captivated by her love.”

Paul reiterates this in 1 Corinthians 7:3-5 by instructing married couples to consider their 
bodies as if they belonged to their spouse and not just to themselves. He calls married 
couples to “not deprive each other except by mutual consent and for a time, so that you 
may devote yourselves to prayer. Then come together again…”23 Paul states that married 
couples should receive sex as a gift and to do so frequently. The only reason to deny your 
spouse is in the case that something in your marriage needs immediate prayer and healing.

Are you currently receiving sex as a gift from God guided and instructed by Him or are you 
pursuing sex on your own terms?  How?  What would repentance look like?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Servants in the Bedroom:
Standing on the foundation of viewing sex as a gift from God to be received within the con-
fines of marriage, celebrated by loving spouses who are good friends and causing worship 
to God who created sex in the first place; we can step comfortably into a holy, redeemed 

21	 	William	Whately,	A Bride-Bush, or a Direction for Married Persons (London,	1616),	p.	18-20;	and	
William	Gouge,	Of Domestical Duties	(London:	J.	Haviland,	1622)	221.	Quoted	in	Lane,	‘Two	Schools	of	Desire,’	
p.	372-402.
22	 	1	Timothy	4:1-5.
23	 	1	Corinthians	7:5.
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approach to sexual intimacy. Philippians 2:3-8 speaks to the humility and service that Je-
sus desires to mark our entire lives including our generous sexual expression in marriage.

Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility con-
sider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not only 
to your own interests, but also to the interests of others. Your attitude 
should be the same as that of Christ Jesus: Who, being in very nature 
God, did not consider equality with God something to be grasped, but 
made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant, being made 
in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man,  he hum-
bled himself  and became obedient to death—even death on a cross!

Jesus serves us and calls us to grow in a servant attitude by considering others interests as 
more important than our own. How do we grow as free, gospel-centered, servant lovers? 

First, because of the gospel, sexual intimacy is not about performance with the intention 
of impressing our spouse. Jesus has given us our worth and value freely as gifts in the 
cross such that we don’t need to do anything to try to impress anyone. Receiving sex as a 
gift from God flows naturally when we are receiving our worth and identity as a gift from 
Jesus. “Sex in a marriage, done to give joy rather than to impress, can change your mood 
on the spot. The best sex makes you want to weep tears of joy, not bask in the glow of a 
good performance.”24

Second, according to the Bible, sex is not a sterilized, solemn, religious practice. God in-
vented sex for pleasure, procreation, oneness, intimacy and protection. The Song of Solo-
mon describes pleasures in sex including “kissing (1:2), oral/felatio—her initiative (2:3), 
manual stimulation—her invitation (2:6), erotic massage—his initiative (4:5), oral/cunni-
lingus—his initiative (4:12-5:1), striptease (6:13-7:9), and new places and positions, includ-
ing outdoors—her initiative (7:11-13).”25 Freedom in your thoughts about holy sexual ex-
pression allow you to serve your spouse by not being awkward, by growing in creativity and 
playfulness and by being able to consider their interests and desires along with your own.

Please don’t take this too lightly. Sex is not just a gift, but it is an important, biblically com-
manded gift. It is designed to be received frequently and with great joy by good friends 
in the beauty of marital commitment. The Kellers helpfully paint the mutual relationship 
between sex and covenant:  

“According to the Bible, a covenant is necessary for sex. It creates a 
place of security for vulnerability and intimacy. But though a marriage 

24	 	Timothy	with	Kathy	Keller,	The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment with 
the Wisdom of God	(New	York:	Dutton	Adult,	2011),	p.	80.
25	 	Mark	[and]	Grace	Driscoll,	Real Marriage: the Truth About Sex, Friendship & Life Together	
(Nashville:	Thomas	Nelson,	2012),	p.	119.
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covenant is necessary for sex, sex is also necessary for the maintenance 
of the covenant. It is your covenant renewal service.”26

LifeGroup Discussion for Married People:

Read 1 Corinthians 7:1-5: Overall, how would you describe the sexual health in your 
marriage?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Are you a servant lover or a selfish lover? In what ways do you go out of your way to con-
sider your spouse’s needs, desires and pleasure in sex?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Do you have any unexpressed bitterness or resentments toward your spouse in regards to 
your sex life?  Bitterness and resentment tend to indicate pride in that you are more con-
cerned with your interests than your spouse’s interests. How and when will you confess to 
your spouse so you can be reconciled?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

26	 	Ibid,	p.	224.
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How much freedom do you and your spouse have to talk about sex, desires, fantasies etc.?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Outside of denying your spouse the service of frequent sex, what other types of sexual sin 
affect your marriage?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

LifeGroup Discussion for Unmarried People:

Read 1 Thessalonians 4:3-8. God’s will is for you to avoid sexual immorality including 
any and all sexual expression outside of marriage.

In what ways do you experience the most sexual temptation?  How are you fighting these 
temptations?  How fully have you confessed these battles to your community?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Is there any hidden sexual immorality that you have not confessed to yourself, God and 
your community?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

How does avoiding sexual immorality serve your future spouse if you do get married some-
day?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

How as a group can you encourage and serve each other to avoid sexual immorality?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  8 :

SExUAl hEAlING

(WARNING: This section is a heavy read.  It’s been painful to study and prepare for it and 
I’m sure it will be painful for many of you to read it and process it. If you have experienced 
sexual assault, read it prayerfully and carefully and potentially with a friend.  Before dis-
cussing with your LifeGroup, I recommend praying and asking for the Holy Spirit’s com-
fort and guidance.)

An Epidemic.
The statistics on sexual abuse, trauma and rape are startling, painful and in some ways 
hard to believe. At least one in four women and one in six men are or will be victims of 
sexual assault in their lifetime.27  Let that statement sink in. Read it again. Think about four 
women who are in your family or who are close female friends. Statistically, one of them is 
or will be a victim of sexual assault. If you are a female reading this, there is a 25% change 
that you are a victim of sexual assault in your lifetime. 

As research on the topic grows, two things become clear; how frequently sexual assault 
goes unreported and how frequently sexual assault happens between close loved ones. A 
report done in 2010 by the National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS) 
found that IPV (intimate partner violence) is extremely common, with more than one in 
three women and one in four men reporting that they had experienced rape, physical vio-
lence, and/or stalking by an intimate partner in their lifetime. The caricature of rapists as 
random strangers hiding behind a bush or in a dark alley are highly inaccurate. The vast 
majority of victims of sexual assault know their attacker. According to the NY state police 
department, “As many as 80% of sexual assaults are committed by someone the victim 
knows (FBI statistics).”28 These numbers increase for juveniles where 93% of victims know 
their attacker.29

27	  Justin Holcomb and Lindsey A. Holcomb, Rid of My Disgrace: Hope and Healing for Victims of 
Sexual Assault (re: Lit) (Wheaton, Ill.: Crossway, 2011), p. 13.
28	 	See	https://troopers.ny.gov/Crime_Prevention/Violence/Date_Rape/
29	 	U.S.	Bureau	of	Justice	Statistics.	2000 Sexual Assault of Young Children as Reported to Law 
Enforcement.	2000.
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One study by Ohio University found that the United States has the world’s highest sexual 
assault rate, out of all the countries that publish those statistics.30 In light of the statistical 
story as well as the frequency of Midtown pastoral counseling, stories from LifeGroups 
and Recovery, we would be foolish to turn our eyes from sexual abuse and try to act as 
if it is not a prevalent issue. But the reality is that all of us have experienced and caused 
sexual brokenness in a variety of ways. Some of us are guilty of adultery. Some of us are 
guilty of fornication (any and all sexual activity before marriage). Some of us are guilty of 
pornography, incest, and sexual perversion. Some of us are guilty of sexual abuse outside 
or inside marriage.

Though painful, dealing with and finding healing from our own and others’ sexually bro-
ken pasts is too important to neglect. The recent tragedy at Penn State University displays 
the terrible damage that happens when the general public and people in leadership try to 
ignore, minimize or cover up sexual brokenness. The problem doesn’t get better. It gets 
worse.

In what ways have you experienced sexual abuse?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

In what ways have you experienced or participated in sexual brokenness of many kinds?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Good Sex Gone Bad.
What happened?  When and where and how did sexuality get so broken? Theologically 
speaking, sex was designed as part of God’s creation; beautiful, holy, a gift to be enjoyed by 
His children (See Genesis 1:27-28). In other words, God did not stumble into the garden 
one day and gasp in shock when He found Adam and Eve consummating their marriage. 

30	 	Darrin	Patrick,	Church Planter: the Man, the Message, the Mission	(Wheaton,	Ill.:	Crossway,	2010),	
p.	10.
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Sex was God’s idea. That means all of our sexual organs were designed by God and given 
to us as a gift from God. This is ultimate proof that James 1:17 is true when it says, “Every 
good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of the heavenly lights, 
who does not change like shifting shadows.”

But just as God invented sex as part of His beautiful design in creation, the fall of man 
in Genesis 3 has led to every imaginable distortion of God’s good design. This is why hu-
manity responds with such a strong unified voice to shout that rape and abuse and sexual 
assault are wrong. Even those who don’t view sex through a Biblical lens can sense that 
promiscuous, selfish, random hookups or violent sex is lacking in what it was designed for. 
Justin Holcomb reflects on this truth in regards to sexual assault:

The fall and sin invert mutual love and harmony into domination of 
and violence against each other. Sex, the very expression of human 
union and peace, becomes a tool for violence after the fall.31

On top of the Genesis account of sin and the fall rupturing God’s good created design for 
sex, our culture is particularly and specifically broken. The reality is that sex and lust are 
prevalent in every mainstream avenue of our culture; magazines, music, movies, internet, 
sports, celebrity pop culture and advertising. Pornography has ushered in a mainstream 
current that is almost completely numb to sexual brokenness. Gail Dines comments on 
this cultural shift:

Today porn is being celebrated everywhere, from Howard Stern’s pop-
ular TV and radio broadcasts showcasing rising porn stars to one of 
the most successful cable TV shows ever, Sex and the City, which regu-
larly features porn as a fun addition to a woman’s sex life. Even Oprah 
Winfrey got in on the act, with O Magazine carrying pro-porn articles 
by ‘sex educator’ Violet Blue, who encourages women to use porn as a 
sex aid.

Porn’s effect on mainstream culture is evidenced by primetime TV shows like America’s 
Got Talent including pole dancing on a regular basis, as well as the fact that the two largest 
sports magazines in publication, ESPN the magazine and Sports Illustrated, both publish 
a soft core porn magazine every year.32 The problem is that pornography’s long-term effect 
on culture is not primarily the gift of increased sexual freedom; but rather an increase in 
sexual abuse. More than promoting unrealistic selfishness and fantasy, modern pornogra-
phy promotes violence against women:

31	 	Justin	Holcomb	and	Lindsey	A.	Holcomb,	Rid of My Disgrace: Hope and Healing for Victims of 
Sexual Assault (re: Lit)	(Wheaton,	Ill.:	Crossway,	2011),	p.	22.
32	 	ESPN	publishes	a	yearly	issue	called	“The	Body	Issue”	where	athletes	pose	nude	for	the	magazine.	
Sports	Illustrated	publishes	the	yearly	“Swimsuit	edition”	with	super	models	wearing	bikinis,	body	paint,	or	
nothing	at	all.
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In one of the few studies that have been conducted on the content of con-
temporary porn, it was found that the majority of scenes from fifty of 
the top-rented porn movies contained both physical and verbal abuse of 
the female performers. Physical aggression … occurred in 88 percent of 
scenes. . . The researchers concluded that ‘if we combine both physical 
and verbal aggression, our findings indicate that nearly 90% of scenes 
contained at least one aggressive act, with an average of nearly 12 acts 
of aggression per scene.33

       Gail Dines

The Effects of Sexual Assault.
Throughout the Scriptures, the Biblical authors convey frank accounts of rape, incest, and 
adultery. Though many of the passages are not PG-rated enough to be read on “family-
friendly Christian radio”, God in His grace has given us helpful, honest and direct depic-
tions of sexual abuse and brokenness as well as redemption, hope and healing. In Genesis 
16, Abraham impatiently impregnates his wife’s maid-servant because he didn’t trust that 
God would fulfill the promise of a child. Genesis 19 is one of the most disturbing chapters 
of scripture in which Lot first tries to traffic his daughters before his daughters later get him 
drunk and sleep with him to get pregnant. In 2 Samuel 11, David marries Bathsheba only 
after getting her pregnant and having her husband killed in battle. David’s son, Amnon 
follows in his father’s footsteps of sexual sin in 2 Samuel 13, when he rapes his half-sister, 
Tamar. None of these stories is intended to give us a moral role model to follow. But they 
do accurately point us to the reality of sexual depravity and the effects of sexual sin.

Read 2 Samuel 13:1-22. 

In vs. 13, Tamar asks, “Where could I get rid of my disgrace? And what about you?...”  How 
is her insight correct that sexual sin disgraces both the abused and the abuser?
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Matt Chandler, pastor at the Village Church, explains that the Hebrew word for sexual love 
is dod (pronounced “dode”), and it carries with it a much deeper meaning than just physi-
cal sex. The word carries the weighty idea of the intermingling of souls. This was intended 

33	 	Gail	Dines,	Pornland: How Porn Has Hijacked Our Sexuality	(Boston:	Beacon	Press,	2010),	p.	xxii.
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by God to be a beautiful gift; a beautiful reality of two people giving themselves fully to each 
other; their bodies and their souls intermingling in a deeply, mysteriously spiritual dance. 
But there is also a downside to this reality. Since sex is deeply spiritual, sexual sin comes 
with deeply spiritual ramifications.

This is why a rape victim doesn’t feel clean, even after taking a shower. This is why you can 
vividly remember your past sexual sin, even decades after it occurred. This is why victims 
of sexual assault are three times more likely than non-victims to suffer from depression, 
six times more likely to suffer post traumatic stress disorder, thirteen times more likely to 
abuse alcohol, twenty-six times more likely to abuse drugs, and four times more likely to 
contemplate suicide.34

Along with these ramifications, sexual abuse comes with shame, guilt, anger, despair, de-
nial and a distorted self-image. Victims are often harassed by the nagging lies, “It’s your 
fault”, “You’re damaged goods,” or “No one will ever love you, now.”

What effects of sexual abuse or sexual sin have you seen in your own life and soul?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What lies have you believed as a result of your past sexual brokenness?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Healing and Hope In Jesus.
Sexual assault and brokenness is terrible news. In brutal terms, sexual abuse shatters 
victims and God’s beautiful, good design for sex. The good news; hope for redemption 

34	 	Justin	Holcomb	and	Lindsey	A.	Holcomb,	Rid of My Disgrace: Hope and Healing for Victims of 
Sexual Assault (re: Lit)	(Wheaton,	Ill.:	Crossway,	2011),
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is found in the gospel of Jesus. Jesus is specifically in the business of reconciling people 
to God through the cross and reconciling all things that are broken back to God’s design 
(Colossians 1:15-23). The Holcombs speak of the hope for sexual abuse that is found in the 
gospel:

Jesus responds to your pain and your past. Your story does not end 
with the assault. Your life was intended for more than shame, guilt, 
despair, pain, and denial. The assault does not define you or have the 
last word on your identity. Yes, it is part of your story, but not the end 
of your story.

The cross of Jesus, the ultimate expression of God’s love (Romans 5:8), accomplishes 
many things for us and ultimately for God’s glory. One of these accomplishments of the 
cross is expiation, which means to be washed and cleansed from sins committed by you, 
sins committed against you and all the effects of that sin. Ezekiel 36:25-27 speaks about 
this expiation:

I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean; I will cleanse 
you from all your impurities and from all your idols. I will give you a 
new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your 
heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh. And I will put my Spirit in 
you and move you to follow my decrees and be careful to keep my laws.

Jesus is the hope for healing and freedom. Jesus is the hope for us to receive a new, clean 
heart of flesh to replace our despairing, hardened, abused, disgraced heart of stone. Jesus 
sprinkles clean water on us, and more than that He sprinkles His pure blood on us to wash 
us white as snow (1 Peter 1:2, Isaiah 1:18).

So now to your pain, the gospel says “You will be healed.” To your 
shame, the gospel says “You can now come to God in confidence.” To 
your rejection, the gospel says “You are accepted!” To your lostness, 
the gospel says “You are found and I will never let you go.” To your 
sin, the gospel says “You are forgiven and God declares you pure and 
righteous.” To your death, the gospel says “You once were dead, but 
now you are alive.
             Justin + Lindsey Holcomb 

 
LifeGroup Discussion Questions:

If what ways has your life been effected by sexual abuse?  (Personally, a friend of family 
member you love)
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you are a victim of sexual abuse, have you ever told anyone or received any kind of help?  
If so, how well did they respond?  What are more and less helpful ways that people have 
responded to you?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What kinds of sexual brokenness have you caused in your life? Have you ever told anyone 
or received any kind of help?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read Isaiah 61:10 and Colossians 1:21-22.  When you read about the hope of Jesus 
in restoring sexual brokenness, how difficult is this to for you to believe?  

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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How can we use Isaiah 61:10 and Colossians 1:21-22  to encourage those in your life and 
those you meet who have been abused?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  9 :

DEATh bY PORN

“You have heard that it was said, ‘Do not commit adultery.’ 28 But I 
tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already com-
mitted adultery with her in his heart. 29 If your right eye causes you to 
sin, gouge it out and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part 
of your body than for your whole body to be thrown into hell. 30 And 
if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away. It is 
better for you to lose one part of your body than for your whole body 
to go into hell.”
      Matthew 5:27-30

“A 2004 study found that pornographic sites are visited three times more often than 
Google, Yahoo!, and MSN Search combined.”35

“Flee from sexual immorality. All other sins a man commits are outside 
his body, but he who sins sexually sins against his own body.”
      1 Corinthians 6:18 
 

The arguments in favor of pornography generally go something like this; “everybody’s do-
ing it”, “I need some kind of sexual release”, “porn helps creativity in our sex life”, or “porn 
doesn’t hurt anyone.” Paul has a fascinating argument against that last one in 1 Corinthians 
6:18. He says that when we sin sexually, we are sinning against ourselves. Throughout this 
section we are going to unpack the staggering insight in this statement.

What is your perspective on pornography?  In what ways do you see it as helpful or harm-
ful? 

35	 	Pamela	Paul,	Pornified: How Pornography Is Damaging Our Lives, Our Relationships, and Our 
Families	(New	York,	NY:	MacMillan,	2005),	p.	60.
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What are your experiences with pornography?  Past usage?  Current usage?  Interactions 
with a loved one you didn’t want to be using porn?  (Parent, spouse, significant other, child)

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

The Stories that Porn Tells
We’re going to look at two ways that using pornography (as a specific example of sexual 
sin) causes damage to ourselves. In her sociological look at pornography’s rise in popular-
ity and negative effects on American culture, Gail Dines spends a lot of time unpacking the 
stories that pornography tells. Most people think of images and not stories when they think 
of pornography, but Dines explains: 

When men (or women) turn to porn to experience sexual arousal and 
orgasm, they come away with a lot more than just an ejaculation be-
cause the stories seep into the very core of their sexual identity.36

Dines argues that porn tells stories about both women and men. In terms of women, porn 
tells men that regardless of pain or humiliation, woman are readily available to do what-
ever they want. “The word ‘no’ is glaringly absent from porn women’s vocabulary.”37 In the 
world of pornography, women seem oblivious to the real world issues of pregnancy, STDs 
or damage to their bodies. They also seem immune to being called incredibly degrading 
names like “whore”, “slut” and much worse. A related story is that porn women seem to be 
fine with their partners viewing their sexual acts as unclean; indicated by men calling them 
“dirty” or “filthy”. Porn women appear to have no sexual imagination of their own as all of 

36	 Gail	Dines,	Pornland: How Porn Has Hijacked Our Sexuality	(Boston:	Beacon	Press,	2010),	p.	xxii.
37	 	Ibid.	p.	xxiii.
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their desires mirror the desires of their men. Dines concludes the stories that pornography 
tells about women; 

This is a world where women don’t need equal pay, health care, day 
care, retirement plans, good schools for their children, or safe housing. 
It is a world filled with one-dimensional women who are nothing more 
than collections of holes.38

Painfully, the stories that porn tells about men are almost as bad as those it tells about 
women. Men, in the world of pornography are not loving, caring, or protective. Dines re-
flects that “men in porn are depicted as soulless, unfeeling, amoral life-support systems for 
erect penises who are entitled to use women in any way they want.”39  

The danger in all of these stories is that the apparent pleasure distracts the user from the 
messages they are receiving. A Biblical lens illuminates Dines’ observations as lies that 
stand diametrically opposed to what Jesus has to say about humanity (Read 2 Corinthians 
10:3-6). The consistent message of Scripture is that humans have a soul. The consistent 
message of pornography is that humans are soulless, mindless objects who exist to sexu-
ally disrespect, use and abuse each other and themselves, smiling the whole time. Like Paul 
states in 1 Corinthians 6:18, consuming pornography is sinning against ourselves by invit-
ing horrendous lies into the depths of our souls. We are not animals without souls. We are 
not living fully human lives when we turn our brains and souls off in order to consume the 
sexual buffet offered by pornography.

In your experiences with porn, how fully have you considered the messages that pornog-
raphy communicates?  

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What do you think actors and actresses in pornography go through during filming? Con-
sidering that they are humans with a soul just like us, what negative effects could porn 
cause for them?

38	 	Ibid,	p.	xxiv.
39	 	Ibid,	p.	xxiv.
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Mental Addiction:
In addition to the spiritual shrapnel that scars our souls from the stories that pornogra-
phy tells, porn also has serious physical and psychological effects on humans. William M. 
Struthers, a Christian biopsychologist notes:

[As we] fall deeper into the mental habit of fixating on these images, the 
exposure to them creates neural pathways. Like a path is created in the 
woods with each successive hiker, so do the neural paths set the course 
for the next time an erotic image is viewed. Over time these neural 
paths become wider as they are repeatedly traveled with each exposure 
to pornography. They become the automatic pathway through which 
interactions with women are routed.40

The addiction works the same way that addiction to heroine or cocaine works. “The orbi-
tofrontal cortex is our emotional modulatory system. This is our decision-making system. 
To be addicted to something is to release dopamine, which causes you to want it and to 
make the decision to pursue it. That’s our addiction pathway.”41 Given enough time, a man 
or woman who regularly consumes pornography will long for it, crave it, feel dependent on 
it for happiness, satisfaction and joy, and feel mental ramifications most similar to with-
drawals if they try to kick the habit. Pastor Mark Driscoll peels the addiction back one layer 
further to the drug dealers:

It’s just like cocaine or heroin. The whole point is to get you addicted, 
so that you can give your money to someone else. That’s it. It’s all about 
the money. It’s always about the money. It’s only about the money. The 
entire industry exists to make you an addict and to take as much money 
from you as possible, to get you to buy things, to get you to click on 
websites, to get advertisers to write large checks. Don’t be fooled. [. . .]42

40	 	William	M.	Struthers,	Wired for Intimacy: How Pornography Hijacks the Male Brain (Downers	Grove,	
IL:	InterVarsity	Press,	2009),	85.
41	 	Ibid.	97.
42	 	http://marshill.com/2012/03/07/the-porn-path-real-marriage-8-sermon-notes
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The New Testament writers repetitively emphasize the freedom that Christ has purchased 
for us in the cross and not being mastered by anything other than Jesus (Matthew 6:24, 1 
Corinthians 6:12, 1 Peter 2:16, 2 Peter 2:19.)  It’s not because Jesus is trying to take some-
thing good away from us. It’s because we are easily fooled into believing something is good 
for us when it’s really destroying us.

When we sin, we do great destruction to our own body, to the hardwir-
ing of our own brain, and to our ability to really enjoy our spouse, and 
to be faithfully devoted to them.
       Mark Driscoll   

Have you seen any evidence of addiction to pornography in your life?  

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
 
For yourself or those you love, what negative effects of pornography have you seen on per-
sonal well-being, relational or spiritual well-being?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Redemption for Pornheads.
Top to bottom, pornography is bad news. It hurts individuals, relationships and marriages 
at physical, psychological and spiritual levels. The only good news is that Jesus is spe-
cifically in the business of redeeming broken, hurting people (Matthew 9:12 and 11:28). In 
order to be redeemed fully from the negative effects of pornography, a number of things 
are required:

1.) Full and complete honesty about your sexual sin. (1 John 1:5-7)
 - This includes being honest with yourself about any and all sexual sin.
 - This also includes being honest with God.
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 - This also includes being honest with your spouse and/or community.
2.) Put your sin to death by the grace of God.  

 - (1 John 3:9, Titus 2:11-12, 1 Thessalonians 4:3-8)
3.) Rewrite new paths to replace the path that pornography has wired in your brain.

 - (Job 31:1, Galatians 5:16-24)

Struthers continues in Wired for Intimacy:

“Each time that an unhealthy sexual pattern is repeated, a neurologi-
cal, emotional and spiritual erosion carves out a channel that will even-
tually develop into a canyon from which there is no escape. But if this 
corrupted pathway can be avoided, a new pathway can be formed. We 
can establish a healthy sexual pattern where the flow is redirected to-
ward holiness rather than corrupted intimacy. By intentionally redi-
recting neurochemical flow, the path toward right thinking becomes 
the preferred path and is established as the mental habit.43

Porn: It’s Not Just For Men Anymore
One last thought on the issue of porn.  Historically, pornography has been viewed as a 
much larger issue for men than women.  This is increasingly not the case.  A research initia-
tive at BYU found that half of young women think watching pornography is okay and one 
third of young women report to having viewed porn in the last year.44

Dear ladies, just in case you are desperately ashamed and hiding a porn habit, if you read 
through this entire section thinking about other people instead of yourself, please work 
your way back through it.  Come into the light so that Jesus can bring you into His healing.

Last thought for the ladies: as you statistically tend to be more emotionally motivated than 
visually motivated, let me encourage you to beware the trap of emotional pornography. 
A wise woman in our family recently explained the idea like this, “Instead of looking at 
pictures/videos (visual) women often invest emotionally in love stories, trashy romance 
novels, romantic movies... things that appeal to our emotion/heart.  The same thing that 
draws people to visual pornography draws many women to “emotional porn.” Especially 
as a single person. If a single woman is feeling unlovable and sad, she’ll absolutely go home 
and watch “The Notebook” to vicariously live through the actress, in order to feel part of an 
epic love story...no matter how terribly it makes her feel afterward.”

43							William	M.	Struthers,	Wired for Intimacy: How Pornography Hijacks the Male Brain (Downers	Grove,	IL:	
InterVarsity	Press,	2009),	p.	106.
44							http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/1021190/half-women-watching-porn-ok
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LifeGroup Discussion Questions

Read Matthew 5:27-30 and 1 Corinthians 6:18.  How is sexual immorality sinning 
against your own body?  Where have you seen the negative effects of sexual sin in your life?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

In what ways has pornography had significant impacts on your life?  Personal, relational, 
or spiritual impacts?  Past or present?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

How have the images and stories of pornography affected your self image?  How do these 
images and stories affect the people you love?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What steps do you need to take in order to worship Jesus by repenting from pornography, 
lust and sexual immorality of all kinds?  What things do you need to confess to your com-
munity so they can help you walk in freedom and integrity?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Read Ephesians 4:17-20 and 5:8-11.  Who else do you need to have conversations with 
for the purpose of confession, confrontation or protection?  Spouse?  Parents?  Children?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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W E E k  1 0 :

 ThE MOST 
IMPORTANT DAY Of 

YOUR MARRIAGE 

“Every year in the United States, there are approximately 2.5 million weddings, and the 
wedding industry has grown to an empire of 40 billion dollars per year.”45  Forty. Billion. 
Dollars. Planning a wedding is the passion of many a young woman and the worst night-
mare of many a young man. Couples spend months on end, and thousands of dollars plan-
ning the perfect wedding day. Mothers and brides fight over everything from flowers, to 
napkins, to what color ribbon should be used to tie the small bags for the wedding favors. 
It is incredible, if not shocking how much time, energy and focus goes in to the planning of 
the first day of most marriages. 

On the one hand this is good and appropriate. God thinks marriage is a big deal and in 
Genesis 2:18-25, He performed the first wedding in human history. In Revelation 22, He 
performs the last one.  But while the start of something is very important, the end is the 
most important part. A runner who only focuses on getting out of the blocks when the gun 
sounds misses the point of the race. Just ask Usain Bolt how many runners had him beat 

45	 	See	http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedding_industry_in_the_United_States
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after 10 meters or 20 meters in the 2012 London Olympic 100 meter dash. Beginning well 
is important, but a successful race is not determined in the first few steps. Similarly, the 
legacy you leave in a marriage is dictated not by the first day together, but rather by the last. 
The goal is that one spouse, filled with joyous pain, bittersweet memories and expectant 
hopes, will escort their love from our temporal home here on earth to our eternal home in 
heaven to live forever with our gracious Father and God.

A Lasting Legacy
Everything we’ve talked about for the past ten weeks was designed to set each of us up to 
live lives and to leave a legacy that points to the unending love and mercy of God above all 
shown by Jesus’s death and resurrection to save sinners. From looking at a Biblical view 
of marriage in the first weeks; to being single for the glory of God; to fighting our own sin 
along with our spouse’s; to healing from pain and serving our spouse through sex; our goal 
in pondering and studying all of it is to bring glory to God. 

When we speak of successfully leaving a legacy, we are not elevating this as the primary 
purpose of your marriage. The primary focus of marriage is to point toward God’s redemp-
tive work by sending Jesus (Ephesians 5:31-32). While marriage is a beautiful and wonder-
ful gift from God, our primary focus is glorifying the Gift-giver, not His gifts. However, one 
of the best ways to glorify God through marriage is by applying His wisdom in such a way 
that we do leave a legacy that lasts; a loving marriage in which both spouses can look back 
and see that they loved and served one another well until the final day; and through it all 
they put the grace and love of Jesus on display.

The Reality of Weakness
Husbands, there will be times where your flesh and your drive and your conviction will 
fail you. Your patience will give out. Your desire to continue serving your wife in the midst 
of all her flaws will come up short. Wives, there will be times you just don’t want to serve 
your husbands anymore. You will not want to submit, not want to love and respect him, not 
want to go on fighting for your marriage in the midst of all of his sin.

It is in these moments, and from these positions of weakness that God’s grace can shine 
through us most clearly (See 2 Corinthians 12:9-11). In the moment of our limitations, 
God’s sustaining power shows up. Leaving a lasting legacy is ultimately reliant on God’s 
power working in and through us, not on our ability to love and serve our spouse well.

Singles, this applies to you as well. At week ten of this series, you may be getting tired of 
thinking and talking about marriage. Whether you desire to be married or not, it can grow 
more and more difficult to rest in the fact that God has currently given you the gift of single-
ness for your good and for His glory. As you continue to wrestle, struggle and strive for 
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contentment, know that God is teaching you to be satisfied in Him and in Him alone. His 
grace is sufficient in your weakness. 

Regardless of what life stage you find yourself in, God is consistently sanctifying and work-
ing in your heart to make you more like his son (2 Corinthians 3:18). He is transforming 
your mind to present you as a living sacrifice before him (Romans 12:1-2). God is working 
all things together for the good of those that love him (Romans 8:28). Understanding that 
God is using our circumstances for his glory and our good, we are able to walk in his power 
to live lives and leave lasting legacies marked by radical obedience and loving submission; 
whether that takes the form of a Christ-centered marriage or Christ-centered celibacy.

The Grace of Goodbye
One of the popular phrases around Midtown these days is that we are “helping people take 
the next steps toward Jesus.” While we generally use this phrase to explain Jesus’ mission 
of making disciples, it can really be applied to all of our relationships. From the time a 
bride and groom take each other’s hands to walk down the aisle after saying “I do,” they 
are literally taking next steps toward Jesus together. There is perhaps no more difficult 
step than the last one. Dave Harvey comments on the last days of marriage in When Sin-
ners Say I Do: “God wants us to die well. This has nothing to do with estate-planning. It 
speaks of whether, through sanctification, our souls are prepared for the inevitable reality 
of death.”46 Richard Baxter, a Puritan pastor adds to Harvey’s thought: “(One of the goals 
of marriage is) to prepare each other for the approach of death, and comfort each other in 
the hopes of eternal life.”47

The idea that marriage is primarily about a joyous last day rather than the momentary 
pleasure of now is counter-cultural, and some may even consider it morbid. Simply put, 
the Bible says that our culture is short-sighted. Everything on this earth, including our 
marriages, is temporary. Once we are adopted into the family of God, we are citizens of 
heaven and preparing for our heavenly home. The pain of losing the closest loved one is 
great, but God’s love for us is greater. God draws near to the broken-hearted, and as Paul 
tells the Corinthian church, we have been comforted so we can comfort others to the glory 
of God (Psalm 34:18, 2 Corinthians 1:3-4). At the end of our days, trading in our home here 
on earth for our eternal home in heaven, is a happier day than the day of our birth (Ecclesi-
astes 7:1). This can be applied to our marriages as the goal is to have a far surpassing joy in 
the last day of our marriage than the overwhelming happiness of our wedding day.

Husbands, God’s design puts us in the primary position of responsibility for the health and 

46	 	Dave	Harvey,	When Sinners Say	(Wapwallopen,	PA:	Shepherd	Press,	2007),	171.
47	 	J.I.	Packer,	A Quest for Godliness (Wheaton,	IL:	Crossway	Books,	1990,	repr.	Richard	Baxter,	
Works	IV:	234,	The Poor Man’s Family Book, 1674).
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legacy of our family (1 Corinthians 11:3 and Ephesians 5:23). We want to close this series 
with diagnostic questions for everyone, but for men specifically. We hope that as you strive 
to glorify God in your marriage, these questions will be of service to you in pressing into 
Jesus’ grace to help you grow and lead your marriage well until its final day:

Assess the Health of Your Marriage:
Describe the spiritual health of your marriage.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Describe the relational health of your marriage.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Describe the financial health of your marriage.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What changes would you like to see in these areas in the next year, five years or ten years?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Whether you are married or not, describe what your ideal marriage would look like?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What are you doing now to help move your marriage/life in that direction?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If your marriage continues heading in the direction it is now, what kind of legacy will you 
leave behind?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you have children, what are you doing now to ensure that they have a healthy view of the 
reality of your marriage?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you have children, what are you doing to ensure that when your children reflect on their 
childhood, they will remember that you loved them more than work or hobbies?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What, if anything, do you need to cut out so that you can be a better spiritual, financial and 
relational leader in your household?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

What rhythms are you cultivating for you and your spouse to grow in relational and spiri-
tual oneness?  (Date nights, family devotions, etc.)

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

A Final Note to Husbands:
God is our gracious, loving Father. Our righteousness is not dictated by what we have done 
or are doing now, but rather by the fact that we have been made clean through the blood of 
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Jesus. Your failures or victories as a husband and father do not define you, but rather the 
fact that you are a redeemed son of the living God. Whether you have been a loving spiri-
tual leader in your household for decades, or if you have never prayed with or for your wife, 
God is inviting you to find greater joy in marriage through humble servant leadership. It is 
the joy found in loving and serving the way God intended it, for His glory, that leads us to 
a marriage we’d actually want.

LifeGroup Discussion Questions:

Walk through the diagnostic questions and discuss major areas of concern, changes that 
need to be made as well as hopes and dreams for your marriage.

How can your LifeGroup be an encouragement and a source of accountability as you grow 
your marriage into the future for God’s glory?

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 
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RECOMMENDED 
READING

This Momentary Marriage by Dr. John Piper
This book delves into deep theological truths about marriage. In line with his deeply bibli-
cal convictions about marriage, Piper says: “Most foundationally, marriage is the doing of 
God. And ultimately, marriage is the display of God. It displays the covenant-keeping love 
between Christ and his people to the world in a way that no other institution does.” Piper 
exposes many of our cultural misconceptions about marriage and uncovers the beauty 
found in marriage that rightly reflects the glory of God.

The Meaning of Marriage by Dr. Timothy Keller with Kathy Keller
The Meaning of Marriage meets at the intersection of theology and culture to sculpt a 
biblical worldview of marriage.  Keller helps illuminate cultural trends and then turns the 
common cultural understanding of marriage on its head.  This is an extremely helpful read 
that bounces back and forth from sweeping theological and cultural explanation down to 
practical on the ground application and instruction.  Strongly recommend.

Real Marriage by Mark Driscoll
According to Pastor Mark Driscoll, the working title for this book was Friends With Ben-
efits, and while the name was later changed to Real Marriage for obvious reasons, it 
communicates what the book is about. Driscoll seeks to paint the picture that physical 
and emotional intimacy is not forged solely through grand romantic gestures, but rather 
through deep and committed Biblical friendship that leads to intimacy. In his typical no 
holds barred style, Driscoll shares about his and his wife’s early relationship, things they 
have had to overcome, and how they have been able to experience greater sexual freedom 
within marriage as they have grown together.

When Sinners Say I Do by Dave Harvey
Harvey’s When Sinners Say I Do is not only a great read for married or soon-to-be married 
couples, but anyone that wants to take a closer look at how the Gospel of Jesus practically 
applies to everyday life and relationships. Harvey applies Gospel truth to everything from 
how spouses view themselves and each other in marriage, to how to communicate, how sin 
is revealed through circumstances, and how to prepare each other for the last day in mar-
riage. This book is the basis for much of Midtown pre-marital counseling, and we would 
encourage any and all couples to walk through this book together.
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MARRIAGE IN ThE 
PROvERbS

Proverbs 5:18-20. “Let your fountain be blessed, and rejoice in the wife of your youth, 
a lovely deer, a graceful doe. Let her breasts fill you at all times with delight; be intoxi-
cated always in her love.

Proverbs 10:12. “Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all offenses.”

Proverbs 11:16. “A gracious woman gets honor and violent men get riches.”

Proverbs 12:4. “An excellent wife is the crown of her husband, but she who brings shame 
is like rottenness in his bones.”

Proverbs 14:1. “The wisest of all women builds her house but folly with her own hands 
tears it down.”

Proverbs 14:17. “A man of quick temper acts foolishly…”

Proverbs 14:29. “Whoever is slow to anger has great understanding, but he who has a 
hasty temper exalts folly.”

Proverbs 15:1. “A soft answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger.”

Proverbs 15:4. “A gentle tongue is a tree of life, but perverseness in it breaks the spirit.”

Proverbs 17:1. “Better is a dry morsel with quiet than a house full of feasting with strife.”

Proverbs 17:9. “Whoever covers an offense seeks love, but he who repeats a matter 
separates close friends.”

Proverbs 17:14. “The beginning of strife is like letting out water, so quit before the quar-
rel breaks out.”

Proverbs 17:17. “A friend loves at all times, and a brother is born for adversity.”

Proverbs 17:22. “A joyful heart is good medicine, but a crushed spirit dries up the bones.”

Proverbs 18:13. “If one gives an answer before he hears, it is his folly and shame.”

Proverbs 18:21. “Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love it 
will eat its fruits.”

Proverbs 18:22. “He who finds a wife finds a good thing and obtains favor from the 
Lord.”
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Proverbs 19:11. “Good sense makes one slow to anger, and it is his glory to overlook an 
offense.”

Proverbs 19:13. “A foolish son is ruin to his father, and a wife’s quarreling is a continual 
dripping of rain.”

Proverbs 19:14. “House and wealth are inherited from fathers, but a prudent wife is 
from the Lord.”

Proverbs 19:22. “What is desired in a man is steadfast love, and a poor man is better 

Proverbs 21:9. “It is better to live in a corner of the housetop than in a house shared with 
a quarrelsome wife.”

Proverbs 21:19. “It is better to live in a desert land than with a quarrelsome and fretful 
woman.”

Proverbs 21:23. “Whoever keeps his mouth and his tongue keeps himself out of trouble.”

Proverbs 25:11. “A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in a setting of silver.”

Proverbs 25:24. “It is better to live in a corner of the housetop than in a house shared 
with a quarrelsome wife.”

Proverbs 25:28. “A man without self-control is like a city broken into and left without 
walls.”

Proverbs 27:5. “Better is open rebuke than hidden love.”

Proverbs 27:8. “Like a bird that strays from its nest is a man who strays 
from his home.”

Proverbs 27:15-16. “A continual dripping on a rainy day and a quarrelsome wife are 
alike; to restrain her is to restrain the wind or to grasp oil in one’s right hand.”

Proverbs 28:13. ‘Whoever conceals his transgressions will not prosper, but he who con-
fesses and forsakes them will obtain mercy.”

Proverbs 31:10-31:
An excellent wife who can find?
She is far more precious than jewels.
The heart of her husband trusts in her, 
And he will have no lack of gain.
She does him good, and not harm, 
All the days of her life.
She seeks wool and flax,
And works with willing hands.
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She is like the ships of the merchant;
She brings her food from afar.
She rises while it is yet night
And provides food for her household
And portions for her maidens.
She considers a field and buys it;
With the fruit of her hands she plants a vineyard.
She dresses herself with strength
And makes her arms strong.
She perceives that her merchandise is profitable.
Her lamp does not go out at night.
She puts her hand to the distaff, 
And her hands hold the spindle.
She opens her hand to the poor, 
And reaches out her hands to the needy.
She is not afraid of snow for her household,
For all her household are clothed in scarlet.
She makes bed coverings for herself;
Her clothing is fine linen and purple.
Her husband is known in the gates
When he sits among the elders of the land.
She makes linen garments and sells them;
She delivers sashes to the merchant.
Strength and dignity are her clothing
And she laughs at the time to come.
She opens her mouth with wisdom,
And the teaching of kindness is on her tongue.
She looks well to the ways of her household 
And does not eat the bread of idleness.
Her children rise up and call her blessed;
Her husband also, and he praises her:
“Many women have done excellently,
But you surpass them all.”
Charm is deceitful and beauty is vain,
But a woman who fears the Lord is to be praised.
Give her of the fruit of her hands,
And let her works praise her in the gates.
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MARRIAGE IN ThE 
EPISTlES

1 Corinthians 7:3-5. The husband should give to his wife her conjugal 
rights, and likewise the wife to her husband. For the wife does not have 
authority over her own body, but the husband does. Likewise the hus-
band does not have authority of his own body, but the wife does. Do 
not deprive one another, except perhaps by agreement for a limited 
time, that you may devote yourselves to prayer; but then come together 
again, so that Satan may not tempt you because of your lack of self-
control.

1 Corinthians 11:3. But I want you to understand that the head of every 
man is Christ, the head of a wife is her husband, and the head of Christ 
is God.

Ephesians 5:22-33. Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord. 
For the husband is the head of the wife even as Christ is the head of the 
church, his body, and is himself its Savior. Now as the church submits 
to Christ, so also wives should submit in everything to their husbands. 
Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave him-
self up for her, that he might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the 
washing of water with the word, so that he might present the church to 
himself in splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that she 
might be holy and without blemish. In the same way husbands should 
love their wives as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves him-
self. For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes 
it, just as Christ does the church, because we are members of his body. 
Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his 
wife and the two shall become one flesh. This mystery is profound, and 
I am saying that it refers to Christ and the church. However, let each 
one of you love his wife as himself and let the wife see that she respects 
her husband.

Colossians 3:18-19. Wives submit to your husbands, as is fitting in the 
Lord. Husbands, love your wives, and do not be harsh with them. 
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1 Peter 3:1-7. Likewise, wives be subject to your own husbands, so that 
even if some do not obey the word, they may be won without a word 
by the conduct of their wives—when they see your respectful and pure 
conduct. Do not let your adorning be external—the braiding of hair, the 
wearing of gold, or putting on of clothing—but let your adorning be 
the hidden person of the heart with the imperishable beauty of a gentle 
and quiet spirit, which in God’s sight is very precious. For this is how 
the holy women who hoped in God used to adorn themselves, by  sub-
mitting to their husbands, as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord. 
And you are her children, if you do good and do not fear anything that 
is frightening. Likewise, husbands, live with your wives in an under-
standing way, showing honor to the woman as the weaker vessel, since 
they are heirs with you of the grace of life, so that your prayers may 
not be hindered. 

1 Timothy 3:2,4-5. Therefore an overseer must be above reproach, the 
husband of one wife… He must manage his own household well, with all 
dignity keeping his children submissive, for if someone does not know 
how to manage his own household, how will he care for God’s church?

Titus 1:5,6. This is why I left you in Crete, so that you might put what 
remained into order, and appoint elders in every town as I directed 
you—if anyone is above reproach, the husband of one wife, and his chil-
dren are believers and not open to the charge of debauchery or insub-
ordination. 

Hebrews 13:4. Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the 
marriage bed be undefiled.
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C l I f f  N O T E S  O N

 ThE MEANING Of 
MARRIAGE:

b Y :  D R .  T I M O T h Y 
k E l l E R 

&  k A T h Y  k E l l E R

Intro:

Three sources for this book:
1.) Married people – Keller’s personal and ministry experience.
2.) Unmarried people – Keller’s ministry experience to singles in NYC.
3.) Bible 

Overall layout for the book:
Break down Ephesians 5:22-31 and Genesis 2:18-25.

Chapter 1: 2 basic teachings put in cultural context:  
1.) God instituted marriage.

  2.) Marriage was designed to reflect God’s saving love in Jesus.
 Chapter 2: All married partners need the work of the Holy Spirit.
 Chapter 3: Heart of marriage: Love (actions + feelings)
 Chapter 4: Purpose of marriage – sanctification
 Chapter 5: Three skill sets to help in the process of sanctification.
 Chapter 6: Two sexes accepting and growing through each other.
 Chapter 7: Helping single people live wisely.
 Chapter 8: Biblical view of sex

p. 16-17 “The teachings of Scripture challenge our contemporary West-
ern culture’s narrative of individual freedom as the only way to be 
happy.  At the same time, it critiques how traditional cultures perceive 
the unmarried adult to be less than a fully formed human being.  The 
book of Genesis radically critiques the institution of polygamy, even 
though it was the accepted cultural practice of the time, by vividly de-
picting the misery and havoc it plays in family relationships, and the 
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pain it caused, especially for women. The New Testament writers, in a 
way that startled the pagan world, lifted up long-term singleness as a 
legitimate way to live.  In other words, the Biblical authors’ teaching 
constantly challenged their own cultures’ beliefs – they were not simply 
a product of ancient mores and practices . . . Unless you’re able to look 
at marriage through the lens of Scripture instead of through your own 
fears or romanticism, through your particular experience, or through 
your culture’s narrow perspectives, you won’t be able to make intel-
ligent decisions about your own marital future. ”

Chapter 1: The Secret of Marriage

“A man shall leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and 
the two will become one flesh.  This is a profound mystery.” 
      Ephesians. 5:31-32

- Marriage is incredibly hard and incredible important.
- Culture is seeing it as less and less important:
- 2 cultural fears: 
1.) “Chances of having a good marriage aren’t great.”
 2.) “It will become sexually boring.”

p. 22 – Chris Rock – “Do you want to be single and lonely, or married and bored?”

- Cohabitation is seen as a solution between singleness and marriage:
 - Today, 50+% of people live together before getting married.
 - In 1960, almost no one did.
 - 25% of all unmarried women aged 25-39 live with a partner.
 - By their late 30s, 60% will have at some point.

p. 23 – “A substantial body of evidence indicates that those who live together before mar-
riage are more likely to break up after marriage.”  The State of Our Unions: 2002—Why 
Men Won’t Commit (National Marriage Project)

p. 23 – “While it is true that some 45 percent of marriages end in divorce, by far the great-
est percentage of divorces happen to those who marry before the age of eighteen, who have 
dropped out of high school, and who have had a baby together before marrying.”

p. 26 – 61-62% of married people report being “very happy”.
- “Most striking of all, longitudinal studies demonstrate that two-thirds of those unhappy 
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marriages out there will become happy within five years if people stay married and do not 
get divorced.  This led University of Chicago sociologist Linda J. Waite to say, ‘the benefits 
of divorce have been oversold.’”

p. 27 – Part of the problem is that the ideal of marriage being a permanent contract for the 
sake of mutual love, procreation and protection is giving way to a new ideal of marriage 
being a temporary sexual contract designed for individual gratification.
- Whereas marriage used to be understood as a holy sacrament from and for God and/or 
for the benefit of society, now more and more marriage is seen as of benefit for the indi-
viduals.
- p. 29 – “This newer view of marriage . . . leaves us desperately trapped between both un-
realistic longings for and terrible fears about marriage.”

p. 28-31 – Why Men Won’t Commit:  They are waiting for the perfect compatible soul 
mate.  Two factors that determine this compatibility:
 1.) “a willingness to take them as they are and not change them.”
 2.) physical attractiveness and sexual chemistry.

p. 31 – “Many of the males in the research were adamant that their relationship with a 
woman should not curtail their freedom at all.”

p. 34 – “the ‘Me-Marriage’ seems so liberating…yet… has led to a steep decline in marriage 
and to an oppressive sense of hopelessness with regard to do it.“

p. 35 – “Some people in our culture want too much out of a marriage partner.  They do not 
see marriage as two flawed people coming together to create a space of stability love, and 
consolation.”

p. 37 – “The Bible explains why the quest for compatibility seems to be so impossible. . . no 
two people are compatible.”

p. 37 – “We never know whom we marry; we just think we do… Even if we first marry the 
right person, give it a while and he or she will change. For marriage [being the enormous 
thing it is] means we are not the same person after we have entered it. The primary problem 
is […] learning how to love and care for the stranger to whom you find yourself married.”

p. 37-40 – Two reasons why there is no such thing as compatibility.
 1.) Marriage itself and life in general change us over time.
 2.) We are spiritually broken by sin.
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p. 41 – “The Biblical doctrine of sin explains why marriage – more than anything else that 
is good and important in this fallen world – is so painful and hard.”

p. 42 – “In our day, something has intensified this natural experience and turned it toxic.  
It is the illusion that if we find our one true soul mate, everything wrong with us will be 
healed; but that makes the lover into God, and no human being can live up to that.”

p. 44 – “If our views of marriage are too romantic and idealistic, we underestimate the 
influence of sin on human life.  If they are too pessimistic and cynical, we misunderstand 
marriage’s divine origin.  If we somehow manage, as our modern culture has, to do both 
at once, we are doubly burdened by a distorted vision.  Yet the trouble is not within the 
institution of marriage, but within ourselves.”

p. 46 – “Jesus’ sacrificial service to us has brought us into a deep union with him and he 
with us.  And that, Paul says, is the key not only to understanding marriage but to living it.”

p. 47 – “This is the secret – that the gospel of Jesus and marriage explain one another.  That 
when God invented marriage, he already had the saving work of Jesus in mind.”

p. 48 – “The reason that marriage is so painful and yet wonderful is because it is a reflec-
tion of the gospel, which is painful and wonderful at once.”

Chapter 2: The Power for Marriage

“Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.”  
     Ephesians. 5:21

p. 50 – “Modern Western readers immediately focus on (and often bristle at) the word 
‘submit’, because for us it touches the controversial issue of gender roles.  But to start argu-
ing about that is a mistake that will be fatal to any true grasp of Paul’s introductory point.  
He is declaring that everything he is about to say about marriage assumes that the parties 
are being filled with God’s Spirit.  Only if you have learned to serve others by the power of 
the Holy Spirit will you have the power to face the challenges of marriage.”

p. 54 – “A servant puts someone else’s needs ahead of his or her own.  That is how all be-
lievers should live with each other.  And if all believers are to serve each other in this way, 
how much more intentionally and intensely should husbands and wives have this attitude 
toward one another?”
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p. 54 – “If two spouses are spending a day together, the question of who gets each’s plea-
sure and who gives in can present itself every few minutes.  And when it does, there are 
three possibilities:  You can offer to serve the other with joy, you can make the offer with 
coldness or resentment, or you can selfishly insist on your own way.  Only when both part-
ners are regularly responding to one another in the first way can the marriage thrive.  But 
how hard that is!”

p. 54-56 – Two things that prevent servant heartedness.
 1.) Our own self-centeredness so we aren’t quick to want to serve.
 2.) Our own self-reliance so we don’t want to accept that we need help.
- Both are addressed by the gospel.  You needed Jesus to serve you and He gladly and will-
ingly did so.

p. 57 – On 1 Cor. 13:4-5 “Self-centeredness is easily seen in the signs Paul lists: impatience, 
irritability, a lack of graciousness and kindness in speech, envious brooding on the better 
situations of others, and holding past injuries and hurts against others.”

p. 57 – “Self-centeredness by its very character makes you blind to your own while being 
hypersensitive, offended, and angered by that of others.”

p. 59 – “Jesus restates the principle when he says, ‘Whoever wants to save his life shall lose 
it, but whoever loses his life for my sake will find it’ (Matthew 16:25).  He is saying, ‘If you 
seek happiness more than you seek me, you will have neither; if you seek to serve me more 
than serve happiness, you will have both.’ … Therefore, when facing any problem in mar-
riage, the first thing you look for at the base of it is, in some manner, self-centeredness and 
an unwillingness to serve or minister to the other.”

p. 60 – “Fulfillment is on the far side of sustained unselfish service, not the near side.”

p. 63 – “There is the essence of sin, according to the Bible – living for ourselves, rather than 
for God and the people around us.”

p. 63 – “All people need to be treated gently and respectfully, especially those who have 
been wounded.  They will be unusually sensitive to rough handling.  Nevertheless, all peo-
ple must be challenged to see that their self-centeredness hasn’t been caused by the people 
who hurt them; it’s only been aggravated by the abuse.  And they must do something about 
it, or they’re going to be miserable forever.”

p. 65 – “If two spouses each say, ‘I’m going to treat my self-centeredness as the main prob-
lem in the marriage,’ you have the prospect of a truly great marriage.”
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Chapter 3:  The Essence of Marriage.

(love - feelings and Action)

“For this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother and be 
united to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.”  
     Ephesians 5:31 + Genesis 2:24

p. 78 – Contrasting the idea that love is primarily a romantic feeling – “But when the Bible 
speaks of love, it measures it primarily not by how much you want to receive but by how 
much you are willing to give of yourself to someone. How much are you willing to lose for 
the sake of this person? How much of your freedom are you willing to forsake?  How much 
of your precious time, emotion and resources are you willing to invest in this person?”

p. 79 – “Modern people think of love in such subjective terms that if there is any duty in-
volved it is considered unhealthy. . . This is particularly true when it comes to sex.”

p. 79 – The difference between sex outside of marriage and inside of marriage:
 “It is something like the thrill of the hunt.  When you are seeking to draw in someone you 
don’t know, it injects risk, uncertainty, and pressure to the lovemaking that quickens the 
heartbeat and stirs the emotions.  If ’great sex’ is defined in this way, then marriage—the 
‘piece of paper’—will indeed stifle that particular kind of thrill.”

p. 80 – “Sex in a marriage, done to give joy rather than to impress, can change your mood 
on the spot.  The best sex makes you want to weep tears of joy, not bask in the glow of a 
good performance.”

p. 85 – “British philosopher Bertrand Russell made early-twentieth-century arguments for 
the expression of sexual love outside of marriage. . . ‘It tends to be killed by the thought of 
it is a duty.’  This thought is now considered common sense – namely, that love must be 
the response to spontaneous desire, never a response to a legal oath or promise. But the 
Biblical perspective is radically different.  Love needs a framework of binding obligation to 
make it fully what it should be.”

p. 87 – “Wedding vows are not a declaration of present love but a mutually binding prom-
ise of future love… In a wedding, you stand up before God, your family, and all the main 
institutions of society, and you promise to be loving, faithful and true to the other person in 
the future, regardless of undulating internal feelings or external circumstances.”
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p. 95 – “romantic flings are so intoxicating largely because the person is actually in love 
with a fantasy rather than a real human being.”

p. 95 – “To be loved but not known is comforting but superficial.  To be known and not 
loved is our greatest fear.  But to be fully known and truly loved is, well, a lot like being 
loved by God.  It is what we need more than anything.  It liberates us from pretense, hum-
bles us out of our self-righteousness, and fortifies us for any difficulty life can throw at us.”

p. 99 – “It is a mistake to think that you must feel love to give it.”

p. 100 – “…if your definition of ‘love’ stresses affectionate feelings more than unselfish ac-
tions, you will cripple your ability to maintain and grow strong love relationships.  On the 
other hand, if you stress the action of love over the feeling, you enhance and establish the 
feeling.  That is one of the secrets of living life, as well as of marriage.”

p. 104 – “In any relationship, there will be frightening spells in which your feelings of love 
seem to dry up.  And when that happens you must remember that the essence of a marriage 
is that it is a covenant, a commitment, a promise of future love.”

p. 105 – “Sadly, many people never let this happen, because they have accepted the cul-
ture’s definition of marriage, and when the thrill wears off, they feel it is time for a change.  
This view of things leaves married people very vulnerable to affairs, since it is quite natural 
that you will meet others who are attractive and who will hold out the promise of getting 
the thrill back that was there in the beginning of your relationship with your spouse.”

Chapter 4: The Mission of Marriage

(Sanctifying friendship)

“Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave 
himself up for her to make her holy, cleansing her by the washing with 
water through the word, and to present her to himself as a radiant 
church, without stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but holy and 
blameless.”  
      Ephesians 5:25-27

p. 111 – “being created in God’s image means that we were designed for relationships.”

p. 112 – “One of the prime qualities of a friend is constancy.  Friends ‘love at all times’ and 
especially during ‘adversity’ (proverbs. 17:17). The counterfeit is a ‘fair-weather friend’ who 
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comes over when you are successful but goes away if prosperity, status or influence wanes 
(Proverbs 14:20; 19:4,6,7).”

p. 112 – Characteristics of friendships:
 - Constancy. “Stick closer than a brother.”  “Always there for you.”
 - Transparency and Candor.  Encouragement and affirmation.
 - Sympathy “Sym-pathos” common passion.

p. 114 – “For believers in Christ, despite enormous differences in class, temperament, cul-
ture, race, sensibility, and personal history, there is an underlying commonality that is 
more powerful than them all. . . Christians have all experienced the grace of God in the 
gospel of Jesus.”

p. 117 – “In tribal societies, romance doesn’t matter as much as social status, and in indi-
vidualistic Western societies, romance and great sex matter far more than anything else.  
The Bible, however, without ignoring responsibility to the community or the importance of 
romance, puts great emphasis on marriage as companionship.”

p. 119-120 – “This principal – that your spouse should be capable of becoming your best 
friend – is a game changer when you address the question of compatibility in a prospective 
spouse.  If you think of marriage largely in terms of erotic love, then compatibility means 
sexual chemistry and appeal.  If you think of marriage largely as a way to move into the 
kind of social status in life you desire, then compatibility means being part of the desired 
social class, and perhaps common tastes and aspirations for lifestyle.  The problem with 
these factors is that they are not durable. . . When people think they have found compatibil-
ity based on these things, they often make the painful discovery that they have built their 
relationship on unstable ground.  A woman ‘lets herself go’ or a man loses his job, 
and the compatibility foundation falls apart.”

p. 120 – “What, then, is marriage for?  It is for helping each other to become our future 
glory-selves, the new creations that God will eventually make us.”

p. 122 – “This is by no means a naïve, romanticized approach–rather it is brutally realistic.  
In this view of marriage, each person says to the other, ‘I see all your flaws, imperfections, 
weaknesses, dependencies. But underneath them all I see growing the person God wants 
you to be.’ This is radically different from the search for ‘compatibility.”

p. 123 – “When two Christians who fully understand this stand before. . .  The Lord. . .they 
hope to hear God say, ‘Well done, good and faithful servants.  Over the years you have lifted 
one another up to me.  You sacrificed for one another.  You held one another up with prayer 
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and with thanksgiving.  You confronted each other.  You rebuked each other.  You hugged 
and you loved each other and continually pushed each other toward me.  And now look at 
you.  You’re radiant.” 

p. 123 – “Romance, sex, laughter, and plain fun are the by-products of this process of sanc-
tification, refinement, glorification.  Those things are important, but they can’t keep the 
marriage going through years and years of ordinary life.  What keeps the marriage going is 
your commitment to your spouse’s holiness.  You’re committed to his or her beauty.  You’re 
committed to his greatness and perfection.”

p. 123-124 – “Now we can see how marriage-as-friendship agrees so well with love-as-
commitment.  On the cross, Jesus did not look down on us with a heart full of admiration 
and affection.  He felt no ‘chemistry’.  But He gave Himself.  He put our needs ahead of His 
own; He sacrificed for us… Jesus died not because we were lovely, but to make us lovely.”

p. 125 – “Your spouse has got to be your best friend, or be on the way to becoming your 
best friend, or you won’t have a strong, rich marriage that endures and that makes you both 
vastly better persons for having been in it.”

p. 125 – “I’m not saying that you should marry someone when you feel no attraction.  The 
Bible does indicate that your spouse must be more than your dearest friend, but not less.”

p. 127 – “Some spouses have constant arguments over a variety of practical issues, from 
how decisions are made to how vacations are taken to how children are disciplined.  Look 
carefully to see whether you are insisting that you do things exactly the way your parents 
did them.  Maybe your family’s way of operating was wise in a particular regard, but you 
should only carry it into your new family if it makes sense to your spouse, too.

p. 131 “Marriage has the power to set the course of your life as a whole… If has that power 
because it was instituted by God.  And because it has that unequalled power, it must have 
an unequalled supreme priority.  And the main message of this chapter is that the key to 
giving marriage that kind of priority is spiritual friendship.”

p. 132 – “Many Christians congratulate themselves that they have married another believ-
er, but they look at their prospective spouse’s faith as simply one more factor that makes 
him or her compatible, like common interests and hobbies.  But that is not what spiritual 
friendship is.  It is eagerly helping one another know, serve, love and resemble God in 
deeper and deeper ways.
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Chapter 5 – loving the Stranger

“… And gave himself up for her to make her holy, cleansing her by the 
washing with water through the word.”  
      Ephesians 5:25-26

p. 134 – “Hauerwas’s realism rings true to people who have been married for a long time.  
Marriage changes us.  Having children changes us.  A career switch changes us. Age chang-
es us.  On top of everything else, marriage brings out and reveals traits in you that were 
there all along but were hidden from everyone including you, but now they are all seen by 
your spouse.”

p. 135 – “The in-love experience passes when the flaws in the other person come home to 
us.  Things that seemed small and inconsequential now loom large.  We begin to feel that 
we did not really know the person at all.”

p. 135 – “This presents us with the challenge of loving a person who, at the moment, seems 
in large part a stranger, not the person you remember marrying.”

p. 136 – “What if you expected marriage to be about helping each other grow out of your 
sins and flaws into the new self God is creating?  Then you will actually be expecting the 
‘stranger’ seasons and when you come tone you will roll up your sleeves and get to work.”

p. 139 – “But while your character flaws may have created mild problems for other people, 
they will create major problems for your spouse and for your marriage.”

p. 139 – “Marriage brings out the worst in you.  It doesn’t create your weaknesses – it re-
veals them.  This is a good thing, though. How can you change... if you assume that you’re 
already pretty close to perfect as it is?”

p. 140 – “Marriage does not so much bring you into confrontation with your spouse as con-
front you with yourself.  Marriage shows you a realistic, unflattering picture of who you are 
and then takes you by the scruff of the neck and forces you to pay attention to it.”

p. 144 – “The great thing about the model of Christian marriage we are presenting here 
is that when you envision the ‘someone better,’ you can think of the future version of the 
person to whom you are already married. The ‘someone better’ is the spouse you already 
have.  God has indeed given us a desire for the perfect spouse, but you should seek it in the 
one to whom you’re married.”

p. 153 – “We must learn to send love in forms that the other person can comprehend.”
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p. 154 – “We should do this for our spouses because God did this for us… God expressed 
His glory to us in a form we could relate to – a human form.  In the incarnation, God came 
to us in a manner that we could grasp.”

p. 155 – “Learn the primary languages of your spouse and send love over those channels, 
not over the channels you prefer for yourself.  We tend to give love through the channels in 
which we like to receive it.”

p. 157 – “We should not think … that all marriage problems can be solved by the discipline 
of discerning love languages and of providing love in the most fitting forms.  The human 
heart is infinitely complex (Jeremiah 17:9).  Marriage difficulties can come from deep-seat-
ed patterns of idolatry, from semiconscious anger, and from fear that needs to be rooted 
out with counseling and God’s grace.”

p. 158-160 – Outlines three different love languages:
- Affection  - “This must not be done only when preparing for sex or it loses its integrity 
as a way of showing affection.”
- Friendship – Quality Time.  Recreation and Entertainment, common chores done to-
gether, sharing and appreciating work worlds + mental worlds (what are your reading, 
thinking, changes in your thoughts on stuff?)
- Service – “Serving each other begins with the most practical and menial of tasks.”

p. 161 – “This is by no means a definitive list of love languages…The task before you is dif-
ficult but simple.  Learn your spouse’s love languages.  Figure out together what they are, 
then brainstorm a handful of concrete ways to regularly give love in those forms.”

p. 162 – “there’s the Great Problem of marriage.  The one person in the whole world who 
holds your heart in her hand, whose approval and affirmation you most long for and need, 
is the one who is hurt more deeply by your sins than anyone else on the planet.”

p. 162 – 163.  Two pitfalls:
 - not loving well so that truth telling can be received well.
 - not truth telling in which case spiritual growth stops happening.

p. 169 – “Spiritually discerning spouses can see a bit of what God sees in their partners, and 
it excites them.  The rest of the world sees us wrinkling up, but using marriage’s powers in 
the grace of Jesus, we see each other become more and more spiritually gorgeous.”
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Chapter 6 - Embracing the Other

“Wives submit to your husbands as to the Lord.  For the husband is the 
head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which 
he is the Savior.  Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the 
church and gave himself up for her.” 
      Ephesians 5:22-25

- Kathy discusses gender roles in this chapter.

p. 172 – “No wise person rejects a gift from someone who loves them without at least giving 
it a look.  So we hope that even if you are not comfortable with the idea of distinct, divinely 
ordained gender roles within marriage, that you will suspend judgment just for the space 
of this chapter and consider how God may have intended them for our good.”

p. 173 – “The English word ‘helper’ is not the best translation of the Hebrew word ‘ezer.  
‘Helper’ connotes merely assisting someone who could do the task almost as well without 
help.  But ‘ezer is almost always used in the Bible to describe God himself.  Other times it 
is used to describe military help, such as reinforcements, without which a battle would be 
lost.  To ‘help’ someone, then, is to make up what is lacking in him with your strength.”

p. 174 – “In Philippians 2:5-11, we have one of the earliest hymns to Jesus sung by the 
church, which celebrates that although Jesus was equal with God, he emptied himself of 
his glory and took on the role of a servant.  Jesus shed his divine privileges without becom-
ing any less divine, and he took on the most submissive role – that of a servant who dies in 
his master’s service.”

p. 175 – “If it was not an assault on the dignity and divinity (but rather led to the greater 
glory) of the Second Person of the Godhead to submit himself, and assume the role of a 
servant, then how could it possibly injure me to be asked to play out the ‘Jesus role’ in my 
marriage?”

p. 177 – “Jesus redefined – or, more truly, defined properly – headship and authority, thus 
taking the toxicity of it away, at least for those who live by his definition rather than but the 
world’s understanding.”

p. 181 – “Loving someone of the other sex is hard. Misunderstandings, angry explosions, 
and tears abound.  Men tend to look down on women as they gather around the water 
cooler and snicker about female foibles.  Women return the favor, skewering male preten-
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sions and weaknesses.”

p. 181-184 – The Cross is our hope.  Jesus loved the other (us) so we are freed up to love 
the other (our spouse).

p. 185 – “I will never be one to dismiss or make light of the horrible record of abuse suffered 
by women at the hands of men who wielded twisted and unbiblical definitions of ‘headship’ 
and ‘submission’ as their primary weapon.  The church should not overlook or minimize 
one iota of that suffering, but I would beg that we not throw the baby out along with the 
dirty bathwater.”

Chapter 7: Singleness and Marriage

p. 192 – “What motivated me to preach about marriage to the unmarried?  The answer is 
that single people cannot live their lives well as singles without a balanced, informed view 
of marriage.  If they do not have that, they will either over-desire or under-desire marriage, 
and either of those ways of thinking will distort their lives.”

p. 194 – Commenting on 1 Cor. 7:29-31 … “Both being married and not being married are 
good conditions to be in.  We should be neither overly elated by being married nor overly 
disappointed by not being so – because Christ is the only spouse that can truly fulfill us and 
God’s family the only family that will truly embrace and satisfy us.”

p. 195 – “But Christianity’s founder, Jesus Christ, and leading theologian, Paul, were both 
single their entire lives.  Single adults cannot be seen as somehow less fully formed or 
realized human beings than married persons because Jesus, Christ, a single man, was the 
perfect man (Hebrews 4:15, 1 Peter 2:22).”

p. 195-196 – “Having children was the main way to achieve significance for an adult, since 
children would remember you.  They also gave you security, since they would care for you 
in old age.  Christians who remained single, then, were making the statement that our fu-
ture is not guaranteed by the family but by God.”

p. 198 – “If singles learn to rest in and rejoice in their marriage to Christ, that means they 
will be able to handle single life without a devastating sense of being unfulfilled and un-
formed.  And they might as well tackle this spiritual project right away.  Why?  Because the 
same idolatry of marriage that is distorting their single lives will eventually distort their 
married lives if they find a partner.  So there’s no reason to wait.  Demote marriage and 
family in your heart, put God first, and begin to enjoy the goodness of single life.”
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p. 207-218 Practical Counsel for Marriage Seekers:
 - p. 207 – “Recognize that there are seasons for not seeking marriage.”
 - p. 207 – “Understand the ‘gift of singleness’.”
 - p. 208 – “Get more serious about seeking marriage as you get older.”
- p. 209 – “Do not allow yourself deep emotional involvement with a non-believing per-
son.”
- p. 211 – “Feel ‘attraction’ in the most comprehensive sense.”
- p. 213 – “Don’t let things get too passionate too quickly.”
- p. 215 – “However, also don’t become a faux spouse for someone who won’t commit to 
you.”
- p. 217 – “Get and submit to lots of community input.”

Chapter Eight: Sex and Marriage

“For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united 
to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.” 
       Ephesians 5:31

p. 219 – Two levels of how sex connects to marriage.
1.) Why does God confine sexual activity exclusively to married couples?  (Biblical sexual 
ethic)
2.) How do we live practically in accordance with Biblical sex ethic as Christians – whether 
as single persons or as married couples?

p. 219-220 Wrong views of sex:
 - sex is just an appetite. (unavoidable drive)
 - sex is dirty. (necessary evil)
 - sex is a critical form of self-expression.

p. 224 – “According to the Bible, a covenant is necessary for sex.  It creates a place of 
security for vulnerability and intimacy.  But though a marriage covenant is necessary for 
sex, sex is also necessary for the maintenance of the covenant.  It is your covenant renewal 
service.”

p. 227 – “What if you decide that as a single person, you are going to adopt the Christian 
ethic and practice chastity?  Certainly that will be difficult, especially in a culture that gives 
you no support for your conviction.”
 - It requires two things:  1.) “spousal love” to be met in Jesus. 
              2.) “friendship love” to be met in community.
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p. 231 – “Since the bible confines sex to marriage, we should not be surprised to find that 
various passages instruct married couples to enjoy sex and to do so frequently.”

p. 233 – “I believe this particular part of 1 Corinthians 7 is an important practical resource.  
Each partner in marriage is to be most concerned not with getting sexual pleasure, but 
with giving it.  In short, the greatest sexual pleasure should be the pleasure of seeing your 
spouse getting pleasure.”

p. 235 – “Kathy and I often liken sex in a marriage to oil in an engine – without it, the fric-
tion between all the moving parts will burn out the motor.  Without joyful, loving sex, the 
friction in a marriage will bring about anger, resentment, hardness and disappointment.  
Rather than being the commitment glue that holds you together, it can become a force to 
divide you.  Never give up working on your sex life.”

p. 236 – “No wonder, as some have said, that sex between a man and a woman can be a sort 
of embodied out-of-body experience.  It’s the most ecstatic, breathtaking, daring, scarcely-
to-be-imagined look at the glory that is our future.”
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C l I f f  N O T E S  O N 

ThE ThIS 
MOMENTARY 

MARRIAGE:

b Y :  J O h N  P I P E R

Introduction – Marriage and Martyrdom

- p. 13 – “Being married in the moment of death is both a sweet and bitter providence. 
Sweet because at the precipice of eternity the air is crystal clear, and you see more plainly 
than ever the precious things that really matter about your imperfect lover.” 

- p. 14-15 “When they rise from the dead, they neither marry or are given in marriage, 
but are like angels in heaven.” (Mark 12:25) There is no human marriage after death. The 
shadow of covenant keeping between husband and wife gives way to the reality of cove-
nant-keeping between Christ and His glorified Church. Nothing is lost. The music of every 
pleasure is transposed into an infinitely higher key. 

- p. 15 – Bonhoeffer - ”Just as it the crown, and not merely the will to rule, that makes the 
king, so it is with marriage, and not merely your love for each other, that joins you together 
in the sight of God and man.” 

- p. 16 – “Marriage is more than your love for each other, it is vastly more. The meaning of 
marriage is to display the covenant-keeping love of Christ and His people. This covenant-
keeping love reached it’s climax in the death of Christ, for His Church, His bride.”

- p. 16 – “Therefore when Paul says that our great and final destiny is “the praise of God’s 
glorious grace” (Eph. 1:6), he elevates marriage beyond measure, for here, uniquely, God 
displays the apex of the glory of His grace: “Christ loved the church and gave himself up 
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for her” (Eph.5:25)”

- p. 16 – “Marriage is a good gift from God, but the world is fallen, and sin abounds.”
 
- p. 16 – “High romance and passionate sexual intimacy and precious children may come. 
(Enjoy them fully) But hold them loosely – as though you were not holding them.”

- p. 16 – “Romance, sex, and childbearing are temporary gifts of God. They are not part of 
the next life.”

- p. 17 – Bonhoeffer - “Welcome one another… for the glory of God” Thank him for it; thank 
him for leading you thus far; ask him to establish your marriage, not confirm it, sanctify it, 
and preserve it. So your marriage will be “for the praise of his glory.” Amen. 

- p. 17 – Bonhoeffer – “It is not your love that sustains the marriage. But from now on, the 
marriage that sustains your love.”

Ch. 1 – Staying Married is Not Mainly About Staying in 
love

- p. 19-20 – “There never has been a generation whose general view of marriage was high 
enough. The chasm between the biblical vision of marriage and the common human vision 
is now, and has always been, gargantuan. Some cultures in history respect the importance 
and the permanence of marriage more than others. Some, like our own, have such low, 
casual, take-it-or-leave-it attitudes towards marriage as to make the biblical vision seem 
ludicrous to most people.”

- p. 20 – “When Jesus gave a glimpse of the magnificent view of marriage that God willed 
for His people, the disciples said to him, “If such is the case of a man with his wife, it is 
better not to marry” (Matt. 19:10) In other words, Christ’s vision for marriage was so enor-
mously different from the disciples’, they could not even imagine it to be a good thing. That 
such a vision could be good news was simply outside their categories.”

- p. 20 – “How much more will the magnificence of marriage in the mind of God seem un-
intelligible in a modern Western culture where the main idol is self; and its main doctrine 
is autonomy; and its central act of worship is being entertained; and its three main shrines 
are the television, the Internet, and the cinema; and its most sacred genuflection is the 
uninhibited act of sexual intercourse.”
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- p. 22 - Marriage was his design in creating man male and female. 
 
- p. 23 - “Genesis 2:24 is God’s word of institution for marriage. But just as it was God who 
took the woman from the flesh of man (Gen. 2:21), it is God who in each marriage ordains 
and performs a uniting called one flesh. Man does not create this. God does. And it is not 
in man’s power to destroy. This is implicit here in Genesis 2:24, but Jesus makes it explicit 
in Mark 10:8–9. He quotes Genesis 2:24, then adds a comment that explodes like thunder 
with the glory of marriage. “‘The two shall become one flesh.’ So they are no longer two but 
one flesh. What therefore God has joined together, let not man separate.”

- p. 23 – “When a couple speaks their vows, it is not a man or a woman or a pastor or parent 
who is the main actor—the main doer. God is. God joins a husband and a wife into a one-
flesh union. God does that. The world does not know this. Which is one of the reasons why 
marriage is treated so casually. And Christians often act like they don’t know it, which is 
one of the reasons marriage in the church is not seen as the wonder it is. Marriage is God’s 
doing because it is a one-flesh union that God himself performs.”

- p. 24 – “Paul quotes Genesis 2:24 in verse 31: “Therefore a man shall leave his father and 
mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.” Then he gives it this 
all-important interpretation in verse 32: “This mystery is profound, and I am saying that it 
refers to Christ and the church.” In other words, marriage is patterned after Christ’s cov-
enant commitment to his church.”

- p. 24-25 “Christ thought of himself as the bridegroom coming for his bride, the true peo-
ple of God (Matt. 9:15; 25:1; John 3:29). Paul knew his ministry was to gather the bride—
the true people of God who would trust Christ. His calling was to betroth the church to her 
husband, Jesus. Paul puts it like this in 2 Corinthians 11:2: “I feel a divine jealousy for you, 
since I betrothed you to one husband, to present you as a pure virgin to Christ.””

- p. 25 – “Christ knew he would have to pay for his bride with his own blood. He called this 
relationship the new covenant—“This cup that is poured out for you is the new covenant 
in my blood” (Luke 22:20). This is what Paul is referring to when he says that marriage is 
a great mystery: “I am saying that it refers to Christ and the church.” Christ obtained the 
church by his blood and formed a new covenant with her, an unbreakable marriage.”

- p. 25 – “Staying married, therefore, is not mainly about staying in love. It is about keep-
ing covenant. “Till death do us part” or “As long as we both shall live” is a sacred covenant 
promise—the same kind Jesus made with his bride when he died for her. Therefore, what 
makes divorce and remarriage so horrific in God’s eyes is not merely that it involves cove-
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nant-breaking to the spouse, but that it involves misrepresenting Christ and his covenant.”

- p. 26 – “Marriage is not mainly about being or staying in love. It’s mainly about telling the 
truth with our lives. It’s about portraying something true about Jesus Christ and the way 
he relates to his people.”

- p. 26 – “Marriage is meant by God to put that gospel reality on display in the world. That 
is why we are married. That is why all married people are married, even when they don’t 
know and embrace this gospel.”

Ch. 2 – Naked and Not Ashamed

- p. 31 – “If a spouse falls in love with another person, one profoundly legitimate response 
from the grieved spouse and from the church is, “So what! Your being ‘in love’ with some-
one else is not decisive. Keeping your covenant is decisive.”

- p. 33 – “a new kind of lasting union rooted in a covenant commitment… is what creates 
the context for a shame-free marriage.”

- p. 34 – “The doctrine of justification by grace through faith is at the very heart of what 
makes marriage work the way God designed it.  Justification creates peace with God verti-
cally, in spite of our sin.  And when experienced horizontally, it creates shame-free peace 
between an imperfect man and an imperfect woman.”

- p. 35 – “When they ate from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, that covenant was 
broken, and the foundation of their own covenant-keeping collapsed.”

- p. 35 – “In the first case, I am self-conscious of my body and I feel vulnerable to shame 
because I know Eve has chosen to be independent from God. She has made herself central 
in the place of God. She is essentially now a selfish person. From this day forward, she will 
put herself first. She is no longer a servant. So she is not safe. And I feel vulnerable around 
her, because she is very likely to put me down if that puts her up.”

- p. 35 – “The other source is that Adam himself, not just his spouse, has broken covenant 
with God. If she is rebellious and selfish, and therefore unsafe, so am I. But the way I expe-
rience it in myself is that I feel defiled and guilty and unworthy. That’s, in fact, what I am.”

 - p. 36 – “I ought to be humbly and gladly submissive to God. But I am not. This huge gap 
between what I am and what I ought to be colors everything about me—including how I 
feel about my body. So my wife might be the safest person in the world, but now my own 
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sense of guilt and unworthiness makes me feel vulnerable.”

p. 38 – “Gospel of justification by faith alone and so create a safe and sacred place where it 
can be said again, “They were both naked and were not ashamed.” 

- Shame- I don’t trust you because you’re a sinner, and I am a sinner so I feel guilty.
- Leads to lack of trust, openness, intimacy, closeness, and worth
- Justification by grace through faith is the solution

- p. 40 - (Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Life Together, 12)  “Their fellowship is founded solely upon 
Jesus Christ and this ‘alien righteousness.’ All we can say, therefore, is: the community of 
Christians springs solely from the biblical and Reformation message of the justification 
of man through grace alone; this alone is the basis of the longing of Christians for one 
another.”

- p. 40 - (Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, 31)  “In a word, live to-
gether in the forgiveness of your sins, for without it no human fellowship, least of all a 
marriage, can survive.”

Ch. 3 – God’s Showcase of Covenant-keeping Grace

- p. 43 – “The husband’s headship and the wife’s submission are crucial and crucified. That 
is, they are woven into the very meaning of marriage as a display of Christ and the church, 
but they are both defined by Christ’s self-denying work on the cross so that their pride and 
slavishness are canceled.”

- p. 43 – “Christ’s new covenant with his church is created by and sustained by blood-
bought grace, therefore, human marriages are meant to showcase that new-covenant 
grace. And the way husbands and wives showcase it is by resting in the experience of God’s 
grace and bending it out from a vertical experience with God into a horizontal experience 
with their spouse. In other words, in marriage you live hour by hour in glad dependence 
on God’s forgiveness and justification and promised future grace, and you bend it out to-
ward your spouse hour by hour—as an extension of God’s forgiveness and justification and 
promised help.”

- p. 44-45 – “A profound understanding and fear of God’s wrath is exactly what many mar-
riages need, because without it, the gospel is diluted down to mere human relations and 
loses its biblical glory. Without a biblical view of God’s wrath, you will be tempted to think 
that your wrath—your anger—against your spouse is simply too big to overcome, because 
you have never really tasted what it is like to see an infinitely greater wrath overcome by 
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grace, namely, God’s wrath against you.”

- p. 45 – “Whose sins were nailed to the cross? Answer: My sins. Whose hands were nailed 
to the cross? Jesus’ were. There is a beautiful name for this. It’s called a substitution. God 
condemned my sin in Christ’s flesh.”

- p. 46 – “God requires two things of us: punishment for our sins and perfection in our 
lives. Our sins must be punished, and our lives must be righteous. But we can not bear our 
own punishment (Ps. 49:7–8), and we cannot provide our own righteousness.”

- p. 46 – “Christ bears our punishment, and Christ performs our righteousness.”

- p. 46 - “’As the Lord has forgiven you, so you also must forgive’ your spouse…the distance 
between what Christ expects of us and what we achieve is infinitely greater than the dis-
tance between what we expect of our spouse and what he or she achieves. Christ always 
forgives more and endures more than we do. Forgive as you have been forgiven. Bear with 
as he bears with you.”

- p. 46 – “This holds true whether you are married to a believer or an unbeliever. Let the 
measure of God’s grace to you in the cross of Christ be the measure of your grace to your 
spouse.”

- p. 48 – “I stress living vertically from the grace of God and then bending out horizontally 
in forgiveness and justification toward your spouse […]:

1.) because there is going to be conflict based on sin and strangeness (and you won’t 
be able even to agree with each other about what is simply strange about each other 
and what is sin)
2.) because the hard, rugged work of enduring and forgiving is what makes it possible 
for affections to flourish when they seem to have died;
3.) because God gets glory when two very different and very imperfect people forge a 
life of faithfulness in the furnace of affliction by relying on Christ.”

- p. 48 – “Drive into your own consciences these huge truths—greater than any problem in 
your marriage – that God ‘has forgive us all our trespasses, by canceling the record of debt 
that stood against us with its legal demands.  This he set aside, nailing it to the cross’ (Co. 
2:13-14).  Believe this with all your heart, and bend it toward your spouse.”

- p. 50 -  Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, 31–32
“God gives you Christ as the foundation of your marriage. Welcome one another, there-
fore, as Christ has welcomed you, for the glory of God (Rom. 15:7). . . . Don’t insist on your 
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rights, don’t blame each other, don’t judge or condemn each other, don’t find fault with 
each other, but accept each other as you are, and forgive each other every day from the 
bottom of your hearts.”

Ch. 4 – forgiving and forbearing

- p. 52 – “Human marriage is temporary. To be sure, it points to something eternal, name-
ly, Christ and the church. But when this age is over, it will vanish into the superior reality to 
which it points [. . .] Jesus said in Matthew 22:30, “In the resurrection they neither marry 
nor are given in marriage, but are like angels in heaven.”’

- p. 53 – “Perhaps even restore some marriages that the world calls ‘divorced.’”

- p. 54 – “He is calling us to become holy in life because we are holy in Christ.”

- p. 55 – “This is the beginning of how husbands and wives forbear and forgive. They are 
blown away by being chosen, set apart, and loved by God.”

- p. 55 – “On this basis now—on the basis of this profound, new, God-centered identity 
as chosen, holy, and loved—we are told what to ‘put on.’ That is, we are told what kind of 
attitude and behavior fits with, and flows from, being chosen, set apart, and loved by God 
through Christ.”
 
Chosen, holy and beloved -> inward change (merciful, humble, patience) -> outward 
change (kindness, meekness, forbearance)

- p. 57 – “Patience is ‘long-suffering.’ That is, become the kind of person who does not have 
a short fuse but a long one. A very long one.”

- p. 57 – “If you are quick to anger, instead of being long-suffering, the root is probably 
lack of mercy and lack of lowliness.  In other words, being chosen, holy and loved has not 
broken your heart and brought you down from self-centeredness and pride.”

- p. 57-58 – “Forebear or bear with: The word is literally endure—enduring each other.”

- p. 58 – “The other word is forgive. . . The idea is that when we forgive, we do not exact 
a payment. We treat people better than they deserve. So in this sense, you forgive when 
someone has wronged you, and therefore they are in debt to you, and sheer justice says you 
have the right to exact some suffering from them in payment for the suffering they caused 
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you. You not only don’t demand the payment, but you ‘freely give”’ good for evil.”
 
- p. 58 – “When you marry a person, you don’t know what they are going to be like in thirty 
years. .. You don’t know what they will be like in the future. It could be better than you 
dreamed, or worse.”

- p. 59 – the Compost Pile.  Forgiveness and Forbearance are the shovels to throw the cow-
pies in a pile that you deal with sometimes but you don’t pitch a tent over there. 

- p. 59 – “You both look at each other and simply admit that there are a lot of cow pies.  But 
you say to each other: You know, there is more to this relationship than cow pies.”

- p. 59 – “This is a gift of grace that we will give each other again and again and again—be-
cause we are chosen and holy and loved.”

- p. 64 – “The heart of what grace is: treating people better than they deserve. This is one 
of the central pieces of Christian ethics:
‘Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you, pray for 
those who abuse you. To one who strikes you on the cheek, offer the other also, and from 
one who takes away your cloak do not withhold your tunic either . . . love your enemies, and 
do good, and lend, expecting nothing in return, and your reward will be great, and you will 
be sons of the Most High, for he is kind to the ungrateful and the evil. Be merciful, even as 
your Father is merciful.’ (Luke 6:27–29, 35–36)
Those commands do not cease to be demands of Jesus when we get married. If we are to 
return good for evil in general, how much more in marriage.”

- p. 64 – “God gives grace not only to forgive and to forbear, but also to change, so that less 
forgiving and forbearing is needed. That too is a gift of grace. Grace is not just the power to 
return good for evil; it is also the power to do less evil—even power to be less bothersome. 
Grace makes you want to change for the glory of Christ and for the joy of your spouse.”

- p. 65 – “It may be that your spouse is sinning against you far more than you are against 
him or her. But you will not give an account for that to the Lord Jesus. You will give an ac-
count for your responses to it. That is the great battle. Will you change? Yes, your spouse 
should change. No doubt about it.”

- p. 65 – “Rugged covenant-keeping commitment based on grace gives security and hope 
so the call for change can be heard without feeling like a threat. Only when a wife or hus-
band feels that the other is totally committed—even if he or she doesn’t change—can the 
call for change feel like grace rather than an ultimatum.”
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- p. 67 – “We sometimes err in what we would like to see changed in our wives.”

- p. 67 – “Our desires for our wives are measured by God’s standard of holiness, not our 
standard of personal preferences.”
- Just because it bothers us doesn’t mean we should pursue correction. 
- Also if its sin but doesn’t bother us we aren’t allowed to not pursue correction.

- p. 67 – “Husbands, are we pursuing her conformity to Christ by lording it over her or by 
dying for her? When we lead her or even, if necessary, confront her, are we self-exalting or 
self-denying? Is there contempt or compassion?”

- p. 67 – Three observations about correcting our wives:
 1.) The husband is not Christ.
 2.) Conformity to Christ, Not to the Husband.
 3.) Dying for the wife.

- p. 67-68 – “If a husband is loving and wise like Christ in all these ways, his desire for his 
wife’s change will feel, to a humble wife, like she is being served, not humiliated.”

- p. 68 – “Husband’s headship is not identical to Christ’s headship. It is like it. Similarly, 
therefore, the wife’s submission to the husband is not identi cal to her submission to Christ. 
It is like it.”

- p. 68 – “Her allegiance is fist to Christ, not first to her husband.”
 
- p. 69 – “It is a sad thing when a woman longs for her man to step up and take responsibil-
ity in leading the family spiritually and he won’t do it.”

- p. 70 – “But the word nag exists in English to warn us that there is such a thing as exces-
sive exhortation.  The apostle Peter warns against this with strong words in 1 Peter 3:1. He 
says, “Wives, be subject to your own husbands, so that even if some do not obey the word, 
they may be won without a word by the conduct of their wives.” This is talking mainly about 
an unbelieving husband, but the principle applies more widely.”

- p. 70 – “So wives win their husbands mainly by their lives of sacrificial love, and husbands 
win their wives mainly by lives of sacrificial love.”

- p. 70 – “Few things have a greater transforming impact on a husband or a wife than the 
long-suffering, forgiving sacrifices of love in the spouse.”
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Ch. 6 – lionhearted and lamblike – the Christian husband 
as head: foundations of headship

- p. 73-74 – “Jesus… was lionhearted and lamblike, strong and meek, tough and tender, 
aggressive and responsive, bold and broken-hearted.  He sets the pattern for manhood.”

- p. 74 – “by this unwavering covenant-keeping the possibility of being profoundly in love 
in forty years is much greater than if you think the task of marriage is first staying in love.”

- p. 75 – “The marriage union is a mystery, he says, because its deepest meaning has been 
concealed by God during the Old Testament history but is now being openly revealed by 
the apostle, namely, that marriage is an image of Christ and the church.”

- p. 76 – “Geoffrey Bromiley says, “As God made man in His own image, so He made 
earthly marriage in the image of His own eternal marriage with His people.” 

p. 77 – “Submitting to one another is seen as an expression of being filled with the Holy 
Spirit.  Husbands and wives who are filled with the Holy Spirit serve one another.  They 
humble themselves and get down low to lift the other up.  They find ways to submit their 
immediate preferences for comfort to the need of the other.  Amen to that!  May it happen 
more and more.  I have no desire to minimize the mutuality of submission and servant-
hood.”

- p. 78 – “The simplest way to see this is to remember that Jesus himself bound himself 
with a towel and got down on the floor and washed his disciples’ feet (the bridegroom serv-
ing the bride), but not for one min ute did any of the apostles in that room doubt who the 
leader was in that moment. In other words, mutuality of submission and servanthood do 
not cancel out the reality of leadership and headship. Servanthood does not nullify leader-
ship; it defines it.”
 
- p. 79 - “The husband + wife are rooted in the distinctive roles of Christ and his church.”

- p. 79 – “You can see this most clearly when you ponder what sin did to headship and sub-
mission and how Paul’s teaching here in Ephesians 5 is so perfectly suited to remedy that 
corruption. When sin entered the world, it ruined the harmony of marriage not because 
it brought headship and submission into existence, but because it twisted man’s humble, 
loving headship toward hostile domination in some men and lazy indifference in others. 
And it twisted woman’s intelligent, willing, happy, creative, articulate submission toward 
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manipulative obsequious ness in some women and brazen insubordination in others. Sin 
didn’t create headship and submission; it ruined them and distorted them and made them 
ugly and destructive.”
 
- p. 79-80 - “Now if this is true, then the redemption we anticipate with the coming of 
Christ is not the dismantling of the original, created order of loving headship and willing 
submission, but a recovery of it from the ravages of sin. And that’s exactly what we find in 
Ephesians 5:21–33. Wives, let your fallen submission be redeemed by modeling it after 
God’s inten tion for the church! Husbands, let your fallen headship be redeemed by model-
ing it after God’s intention for Christ!”

- p. 80 – “Therefore, headship is not a right to control or to abuse or to neglect. (Christ’s 
sacrifice is the pattern.) Rather, it’s the responsibility to love like Christ in leading and 
protecting and providing for our wives and families. Submission is not slavish or coerced 
or cowering. That’s not the way Christ wants the church to respond to his leadership and 
protection and provision. He wants the submission of the church to be free and willing and 
glad and refining and strengthening.

- p. 80 – “In other words, Ephesians 5:21–33 does two things: It guards against the abuses 
of headship by telling husbands to love like Jesus, and it guards against the debasing of 
submission by telling wives to respond the way Christ calls the church to submit to him.”

- p. 82 - Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, 30    
“As the head, it is he who is responsible for his wife, for their marriage, and for their home. 
On him falls the care and protection of the family; he represents it to the outside world; he 
is its mainstay and comfort; he is the master of the house, who exhorts, punishes, helps, 
and comforts, and stands for it before God. It is a good thing, for it is a divine ordinance 
when the wife honors the husband for his office’s sake, and when the husband properly 
performs the duties of his office.”

Ch. 7 - lionhearted and lamblike – the Christian husband 
as head: What does it mean to lead?

- p. 84 – “A husband’s leadership expresses itself in taking the lead in seeing to it that the 
family is protected and provided for.”

- p. 85 - “Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for 
her.” … We must not miss the inescapable truth that Christ took an absolutely decisive 
action here. He was not responding to the church. The church did not plan its salvation 
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and sanctification. Christ did. This is leadership of the most exalted kind. But it is servant 
leadership.”
 

- p. 85 – “Jesus said, “If anyone would come after me, let him deny himself and take up 
his cross and follow me” (Matt. 16:24). In other words, “I have taken the lead in suffering 
for love’s sake; now you take up your cross and follow me.” This is why leadership is not. 

- p. 86 – “In the words “gave himself up for her,” we hear the saving sacrifice of Jesus 
Christ. When Christ gave himself for us, he took our place. He “bore our sins” (1 Pet. 2:24) 
and became a curse for us (Gal. 3:13) and died for us (Rom. 5:8); and because of all this we 
are reconciled to God and saved from—protected from!—His wrath, as Romans 5:10 says: 
“If while we were enemies we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much more, 
now that we are reconciled, shall we be saved by his life.”  If there ever was an example of 
leadership that took the initiative to save and protect his bride, this is it. So when Paul calls 
a husband to be the head of his wife by loving like Christ when he leads, whatever else he 
means, he means: Protect her at all costs.”

- p. 87 – “The husband who leads like Christ takes initiative to see to it that the needs of his 
wife and children are met. He provides for them.”

- p. 87-88 – “Without protection and provision, life itself is threatened. So the reason these 
two rise to the surface so quickly is that if a husband fails in his leadership here, there may 
not be any other place to exercise it. The life of the family hangs on protection and provi-
sion. Life itself must be protected and nourished, or it ceases to exist. But there is another 
reason these two stand out. Protection and provision both have a physical and a spiritual 
meaning. There is physical food that needs to be provided, and there is spiritual food that 
needs to be provided. Husbands need to protect against physical threats to the life of the 
family and spiritual threats to the life of the family. So when you think it through, virtually 
everything a husband is called upon to do in his leadership is summed up in one of these 
four ways: 1) physical provision (like food and shelter), 2) spiritual provision (like the word 
of God and spiritual guidance, instruction, and encouragement), 3) physi cal protection (as 
from intruders or natural disasters or disease), and 4) spiritual protection (like prayer and 
warnings and keeping certain influ ences out of the home). Provision: physical and spiri-
tual. Protection: physical and spiritual.”
 
- p. 88 “Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am your God; I will strengthen 
you, I will help you, I will uphold you with my righteous right hand” (Isa. 41:10).”

- p. 88 – “If your father never taught you how to lead, your heavenly Father will.”
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- p. 88 – “You cannot demand that your husband take leadership. 1) Demanding is con-
tradictory to the very thing for which you long. It is out of character. If you become the 
demander, he’s not the leader. 2) Demanding will be counterpro ductive because if he had 
any impulse to try harder, your demanding will take the heart out of it, because it won’t feel 
like leading anymore; it will feel like acquiescence to your demand.”

- p.91 – “I don’t mean that wives should never say they are sorry. But in the relation be-
tween Christ and his church, who took the initiative to make all things new? Who left the 
comfort and security of his throne of justice to put mercy to work at Calvary? Who came 
back to Peter first after three denials? Who has returned to you again and again forgiv ing 
you and offering his fellowship afresh? Jesus, the Leader, the great initiative-taker. So, 
husbands, your headship means: Go ahead. Take the lead. It does not matter if it is her 
fault. That didn’t stop Christ. Who will break the icy silence first? Who will choke out the 
words, “I’m sorry, I want it to be better”? Or “Can we talk? I’d like things to be better.” She 
might beat you to it. Sometimes that’s okay. But woe to you if you think that since it’s her 
fault, she’s obliged to say the first reconciling word. Headship is not easy. It is the hardest, 
most humbling work in the world. Protect your family. Strive, as much as it lies within you, 
to make peace before the sun goes down.”

- p. 92 – “When Adam and Eve sinned in the garden and God came to call them to account, 
it didn’t matter that Eve had sinned first. God said, “Adam, where are you?” (Gen. 3:9). 
That’s God’s word to the family today: Adam, husband, father, where are you? If something 
is not working right at the Piper house and Jesus comes knocking on the door, he may have 
an issue with my wife, but the first thing he’s going to say when she opens the door is, “Is 
the man of the house home?” That’s the way it happened in the first marriage. That’s the 
way it will happen in our marriage.”

- p. 92 – “I have never met a wife who is sorry she married such a man. Because when God 
designs a thing (like marriage), he designs it for his glory and our good.”

- p. 94 - Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, 28
“God establishes a rule of life by which you can live together in wedlock: “Wives, be subject 
to your husbands, as is fitting in the Lord. Husbands, love your wives” (Col. 3:18, 19). With 
your marriage you are founding a home. That needs a rule of life, and this rule of life is so 
important that God establishes it himself, because without it everything would be out of 
joint. You may order your home as you like, except in one thing: the wife is to be subject to 
her husband and the husband is to love his wife.”
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Ch. 8 – The beautiful faith of fearless Submission

- p. 96-97 – “What we see is the deep strong roots of womanhood underneath the fruit 
of submission. It’s the roots that make submission the strong and beautiful thing that it 
is. Let’s start with verse 5: “This is how the holy women who hoped in God used to adorn 
themselves, by submitting to their own husbands.” The deepest root of Christian wom-
anhood mentioned in this text is hope in God. “Holy women who hoped in God . . .” A 
Christian woman does not put her hope in her husband, or in getting a husband. She does 
not put her hope in her looks or her intelligence or her creativity. She puts her hope in the 
promises of God. She is described in Proverbs 31:25: “Strength and dignity are her cloth-
ing, and she laughs at the time to come.” She laughs at everything the future could bring 
because she hopes in God.  She looks away from the troubles and miseries and obstacles of 
life that seem to make the future bleak, and she focuses her attention on the sovereign pow-
er and love of God who rules in heaven and does on earth whatever he pleases (Ps. 115:3). 
She knows her Bible, and she knows her theology of the sovereignty of God, and she knows 
his promise that he will be with her and will help her and strengthen her no matter what. 
This is the deep, unshakable root of Christian womanhood. And Peter makes it explicit in 
verse 5. He is not talking about just any women. He is talking about women with unshak-
able biblical roots in the sovereign goodness of God—holy women who hope in God.”

- p. 97 – “the daughters of Sarah fight the anxiety that rises in their hearts.  They wage war 
on fear, and they defeat it with hope in the promises of God.”

- p. 96-98 – Three characteristics of godly women: 
1.) Hope.
2.) Fearlessness.
3.) Internal adornment/beauty (gentle and quiet spirit)  
4.) Unique submissiveness

- p. 99 – “the truth of headship and submission is really here and really beautiful.  When 
you see it lived out with the mark of Christ’s majesty on it – the mutuality of servanthood 
without canceling the reality of headship and submission – it is wonderful and deeply sat-
isfying.”

- p. 99-101 Six things submission is not:
1.) Submission does not mean agreeing with everything your husband says.
2.) Submission does not mean leaving your brain or your will at the wedding altar.
3.) Submission does not mean avoiding every effort to change a husband.
4.) Submission does not mean putting the will of the husband before the will of Christ.
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5.) Submission does not mean that a wife gets her personal, spiritual strength primar-
ily through her husband.
6.) Finally, submission does not mean that a wife is to act out of fear.

- p. 100 – “The whole point of this text is to tell a wife how to win her husband. Verse 1 says, 
“Be subject to your own husbands, so that even if some do not obey the word, they may 
be won without a word by the conduct of their wives.” If you didn’t care about the Bible, 
you might say, “Submission has to mean taking a husband the way he is and not trying to 
change him.” But if you believe what the Bible says, you conclude that submission, para-
doxically, is sometimes a strategy for changing him.”

- p. 101 – Submission attitude – “I don’t flourish in the relationship when you are passive 
and I have to make sure the family works.”
 

Ch. 9 – Single in Christ: A Name better than Sons and 
Daughters

p. 106 – “Man-wife-children families are temporary blessings for this age. In the age to 
come, they will not exist (Matt. 22:23–30). But the church will exist as family forever. This 
has profound implications for how singles and married people think about each other and 
relate to each other.”

p. 106 – “I will start and end this chapter with my main point and, in the middle, cover a 
wide terrain of Scripture to support it. My main point is that God promises those who re-
main single in Christ blessings that are better than the blessings of marriage and children, 
and he calls you to display, by the Christ-exalting devotion of your singleness, the truths 
about Christ and his kingdom that shine more clearly through single ness than through 
marriage and child-rearing. What truths shine more brightly through singleness?

- 1) The truth that the family of God grows not by propagation through sexual intercourse, 
but by regeneration through faith in Christ;

- 2) The truth that relationships in Christ are more permanent, and more precious, than 
relationships in families (and, of course, it is wonderful when relationships in families are 
also relationships in Christ; but we know that is often not the case);

- 3) The truth that marriage is temporary and finally gives way to the relationship to which 
it was pointing all along: Christ and the church—the way a picture is no longer needed 
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when you see face-to-face;

- 4) The truth that faithfulness to Christ defines the value of life; all other relationships get 
their final significance from this. No family relationship is ultimate; relationship to Christ 
is. (pg. 106)

- p. 106-107 - “God promises spectacular blessings to those of you who remain single in 
Christ, and He gives you an extraordinary calling for your life.  To be single in Christ is, 
therefore, not a falling short of God’s best, but a path of Christ-exalting, covenant-keeping 
obedience that many are called to walk.”

- p. 107 – “But to see this more clearly we need to get the bigger picture. In the created order 
that God put in place before sin was in the world, and in the covenantal order that God put 
in place with the Jewish people from Abraham to the coming of Christ, God was primarily 
building his covenant people through procreation. God was focusing his covenant-keeping 
faithfulness mainly on an ethnic people. Therefore, being married and having offspring 
was of paramount importance for one’s name and one’s inheritance and for the preserva-
tion of God’s covenant people.”

- p. 109 – “In other words, the new people of God formed by the messiah will not be formed 
by physical procreation but by the atoning death of Christ.”

- p. 110 – “So Jesus, Paul, and Peter all say: Children are born into God’s family and receive 
their inheritance not by marriage and procreation but by faith and regeneration. Which 
means that single people in Christ have zero disadvantage in bearing children for God and 
may, in some ways, have a great advantage.”

- p. 110-111 – “The apostle Paul was single in Christ, and he said of his converts, “Though 
you have countless guides in Christ, you do not have many fathers. For I became your 
father in Christ Jesus through the gospel” (1 Cor. 4:15). Paul was a great father and never 
married. And does he not speak beautifully for single women in Christ in 1 Thessalonians 
2:7 when he writes, “We were gentle among you, like a nursing mother tak ing care of her 
own children”? So it will be said of many single women in Christ, “She was a great mother 
and never married.” 

- p. 111 – “He came into the world to call out a people for his name from all the families of 
the earth into a new family where single people in Christ are full-fledged family members 
on a par with all others, bearing fruit for God and becoming mothers and fathers of the 
eternal kind.”
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- p. 112 – “Renounce the primacy of your natural relationships, and follow Jesus into the 
fellowship of the people of God.”

- p. 112 – “What shall we say then in view of this great biblical vision of the secondary 
and temporary nature of marriage and procreation? We will say what Jesus and Paul said. 
Jesus said in Matthew 19:12, “There are eunuchs who have been so from birth, and there 
are eunuchs who have been made eunuchs by men, and there are eunuchs who have made 
them selves eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of heaven. Let the one who is able to re-
ceive this receive it.” We need not take this (“made themselves eunuchs”) to mean any kind 
of physical sterilization any more than we take Jesus’ words “tear out your right eye” to 
mean physically blinding ourselves. But it does mean that Jesus approves some of his fol-
lowers’ renouncing marriage and sexual activity for the sake of serving Christ’s kingdom. 
“Let the one who is able to receive this receive it.”

- p. 112 – “That is what Paul chose for himself and what he encouraged others to consider 
in 1 Corinthians 7: To the unmarried and the widows I say that it is good for them to re-
main single as I am. . . . I want you to be free from anxieties. The unmarried man is anxious 
about the things of the Lord, how to please the Lord. But the married man is anxious about 
worldly things, how to please his wife. . . . I say this . . . to secure your undivided devotion 
to the Lord. (1 Cor. 7:8, 32–33, 35) In other words, some are called to be “eunuchs” for the 
kingdom of God. Paul speaks about each having his own gift: “one of one kind, one of an-
other” (1 Cor. 7:7). In other words, “Let the one who is able to receive this receive it” (Matt. 
19:12). (pg. 112)

Ch. 10 – Singleness, Marriage, and the Christian virtue of 
hospitality

- p. 117 – “How members of that family, the church, relate to each other as married and 
single will witness to the world that our lives are oriented on the supremacy of Christ and 
that our relationships are defined not just by nature, but by Christ.”

- p 119 – “Physical reality is good.  God made it as a revelation of his glory.  And He intends 
for us to sanctify it and worship Him with it – that is, to see it in relation to Him and to use 
it in a way that makes much of Him and, in doing so, gives us joy.  Knowing this protects 
us from idolizing sex and food as gods.  They are not gods; they are made by God to honor 
Him.  And it protects us from fearing sex and food as evil.  They are not evil; they are instru-
ments of worship – they are ways to make much of Christ.”
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- p. 120 – “All of that is simply introduction to make clear that neither marriage as a physi-
cal parable nor singleness as a physical parable is to be idolized or feared. Marriage is 
beautiful and physical. Singleness is beautiful and physical. God made them both. Both are 
designed, like all of nature, to display the glory of Christ.”

- p. 120 – “Marriage and celibacy can be idolatrous. Spouses can worship each other or wor-
ship sex or worship their children or worship double-income-no-kid buying power. Singles 
can worship autonomy and independence. Singles can look on marriage as a second-class 
Christian compromise with the sexual drive. Married people can look upon singleness as a 
mark of immaturity or irresponsibility or incompetence.”

- p. 120 – “But what I am trying to clarify is that there are Christ-exalting ways to be mar-
ried, and there are Christ-exalting ways to be single. There are ways to use our bodies and 
our appetites in marriage and in singleness that make much of Christ.”

- p. 123 – “Think like a Christian. This is your family-more deeply and more eternally than 
your kinfolk.”

Ch. 11 – faith and Sex in Marriage

- p. 127 – “God did not make this massive capacity for pleasure merely to make sure there 
would be a new generation.  It works that way.  But God could have arranged it so that we 
get no pleasure in it, but get nauseated if we don’t have sex twice a week.  That would have 
worked too.  There is more to this pleasure than procreation.”

- p. 128 – “Sexual intimacy and sexual climax get their final meaning from what they point 
to. They point to ecstasies that are unattainable and inconceivable in this life. Just as the 
heavens are telling the glory of God’s power and beauty, so sexual climax is telling the glory 
of immeasurable delights that we will have with Christ in the age to come.”
 - This is part of why we love sex so much.
 
- p. 129 – Hebrews 13:4-5 mentions sex and keeping your life free from the love of money 
side by side.  There’s a reason for that.
- Most marital counselors agree that sex and money are primary reasons for marital ten-
sion.
- p. 129 – “The pursuit of power and pleasure mingle in these two areas as in no others.”

- p. 130 – “So the writer to the Hebrews is saying this: God has made such comforting, 
reassuring, hope-inspiring promises in His Word …that if we have faith in these promises, 
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we will be content.

- p. 130 – “Contentment is the antidote to the love of money and the antidote for all sexual 
sin.”

- p. 130 – “Sin is what you feel and think and do when you are not taking God at His word 
and resting in His promises.”

- p. 131-133 – “Faith doesn’t stop us from eating, but it stops gluttony; it doesn’t stop sleep, 
but it keeps us from being a sluggard.  It doesn’t stop sexual appetite but. . . 
 - it sees sex as a good gift, not as dirty.
 - it frees us from the guilt of the past.
 - it makes use of sexual intercourse as a gift of grace and protection for your  
    spouse.

- p. 132 – “We are not naive.  Even though the guilt of our sin can be washed away, some of 
the scars remain.  I can imagine a couple, for example, just before their engagement sitting 
together in a park. He turns to her and says, “There is something that I have to say. Two 
years ago I had sex with another girl. I was away from the Lord; she was the only one. I’ve 
wept over it many times. I believe God has forgiven me, and I hope you can. 
In the weeks that follow, not without tears, she forgives him, and they marry. And on their 
first honeymoon night, they lie together, and as he looks at her, the tears well up in her 
eyes, and he says, “What’s the matter?” And she says, “I just can’t help but think of that 
other girl, that she lay right here where I am.” And years later, when the novelty of his wife’s 
body has worn off, he finds himself inadvertently drifting back in his imagination to the 
illicit thrill of that first relationship. That’s what I mean by scars. And all of us have similar 
scars of one kind or another. All of us have committed sins that, though forgiven, make our 
present life more problematic than if we hadn’t committed them.”  . . . “But Chris is not 
powerless against such scars.”

 - p. 133 – “The answer for married people is that faith makes use of sexual intercourse 
as a means of grace. For the people God leads into marriage, sexual relations are a God-
ordained means of overcoming temptation to sin (the sin of adultery, the sin of sexual 
fantasizing, the sin of pornography). Faith humbly accepts such gifts and offers thanks.”

- p. 133-134 - “Notice something else in 1 Corinthians 7:3–5. This is very important. In 
verse 4 Paul says that the man and the woman have rights over each other’s bodies. When 
the two become one flesh, their bodies are at each other’s disposal. Each has the right to lay 
claim to the other’s body for sexual gratification.
But what we really need to see is what Paul commands in verses 3 and 5 in view of these 
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mutual rights. He does not say, “Therefore stake your claim! Take your rights!” He says, 
“Husband, give her the rights that belong to her! Wife, give him the rights that belong to 
him!” (v. 3). And in verse 4: “Do not refuse one another.” In other words, he does not en-
courage the husband or wife who wants sexual gratification to seize it without concern for 
the other’s needs. Instead, he urges both husband and wife to always be ready to give his or 
her body when the other wants it. 
I infer from this and from Jesus’ teaching in general that happy and fulfilling sexual rela-
tions in marriage depend on each partner aiming to give satisfaction to the other. If it is 
the joy of each to make the other happy, a hundred problems will be solved before they 
happen.”

- p. 135 – “A married couple gives a severe blow to the head of that ancient serpent when 
they aim to give as much sexual satisfaction to each other as possible. Is it not a mark of 
amazing grace that on top of all the pleasure that the sexual side of marriage brings, it also 
proves to be a fearsome weapon against our ancient foe?”

Ch. 12 – Marriage is Meant for Making Children. . .Disciples 
of Jesus

- p. 146 – Dietrich Bonhoeffer – Letters and Papers from Prison, 31
“It is from God that parents receive their children, and it is to God that they should lead 
them.”

Ch. 13 - Marriage is Meant for Making Children. . . Disciples 
of Jesus: The Conquest of Anger in father and Child.

- p. 150 – “He warns against provoking anger because anger is the most common emotion 
of the sinful heart when it confronts authority. Dad embodies authority. Apart from Christ, 
the child embodies self-will. And when the two meet, anger flares… A two-year-old throws 
a tantrum, and a teenager slams the door—or worse.”

- p. 153 – “God does not call us to do this before he does it for us. That’s the gospel. Before 
he commands us to love the way he does (5:1), he forgives all our failures to love.”
- p. 156 – Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, 28
 “God makes your marriage indissoluble. “What therefore God has joined together, let no 
man put asunder” (Matt. 19:6). God joins you together in marriage; it is his act, not yours. 
Do not confound your love for one another with God.”
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Ch. 14 – What God has Joined Together let Not Man 
Separate: The Gospel and the Radical New Obedience

- p. 158 – “Few things are more painful than divorce. It cuts to the depths of personhood 
unlike any other relational gash. It is emotionally more heart-wrenching than the death of 
a spouse. Death is usually clean pain. Divorce is usually unclean pain. In other words, the 
enormous loss of a spouse in death is compounded in divorce by the ugliness of sin and 
moral outrage at being so wronged.”

- p. 159 – “The meaning of marriage is such that human beings cannot legitimately break 
it.”

- p. 159 – “Therefore, if Christ ever abandons and discards his church, then a man may 
divorce his wife. And if the blood-bought church, under the new covenant, ever ceases to be 
the bride of Christ, then a wife may legitimately divorce her husband. But as long as Christ 
keeps his covenant with the church, and as long as the church, by the omnipo tent grace of 
God, remains the chosen people of Christ, then the very meaning of marriage will include: 
What God has joined, only God can separate.”

- p. 163 – “Marriage among Christians is mainly meant to tell the truth about the gos-
pel—that Christ died for his church who loves him and never breaks his covenant with his 
bride.”

- p. 164 – “The radical call of Jesus never to divorce and remarry is a declaration of the 
gospel by which people who have faitled may be saved.  If Christ were not this way, we 
would all be undone.  But this is how true, how faithful, how forgiving He is.  Therefore, 
we are saved.”

Conclusion:  This Momentary Marriage

- p. 177 – “Of course, there are unbelievers whose marriages last and who prosper materi-
ally. But the personal dynamics that hold them together are rooted more deeply in God’s 
design than they know.”

- p. 177 – “The vestiges of God’s vision for marriage remain. They may be distorted and 
nameless, but they still remain. God’s common grace grants many cut flowers to flourish 
for a lifetime.”
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- p. 178 – “So it is with marriage. It is a momentary gift. It may last a lifetime, or it may be 
snatched away on the honeymoon. Either way, it is short. It may have many bright days, or 
it may be covered with clouds. If we make secondary things primary, we will be embittered 
at the sorrows we must face. But if we set our face to make of marriage mainly what God 
designed it to be, no sorrows and no calamities can stand in our way. Every one of them will 
be, not an obstacle to success, but a way to succeed. The beauty of the covenant-keeping 
love between Christ and his church shines brightest when nothing but Christ can sustain 
it.”
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